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ABSTRACT
This research provides a confirmatory based analysis which begins with the planning
concept of land use mix and explores its explanatory affect upon resident perceptions of their
built environment in terms of proximity of recreation and retail destinations within their
neighborhood public realm. This research further explores the resident’s potential inclination to
access these destinations by non motorized active travel modes of walking or bicycling. This
research examines the relationship between the propensity for active travel within the
neighborhood public realm and levels of resident active engagement (walking and bicycling) and
passive engagement (sitting on the front porch) in the neighborhood public realm. This research
then examines the relationship between public realm engagement and levels of neighborhood
social capital. There are two overarching types of community design patterns, the traditional
design pattern, which generally provides higher levels of land use mix and the conventional
suburban design pattern, which generally provides lower levels of land use mix (primarily single
use). Since the end of World War II, virtually all of the Florida landscape has been developed
with the conventional suburban design pattern. In the past ten years, several planning based
initiatives have been undertaken by regional planning advocacy and academic organizations
which examine differing outcomes associated with the implementation of traditional versus
suburban design patterns. Specifically, these studies sought to understand how these different
design patterns would translate into the development of existing undisturbed uplands and
wetlands. Two major studies, the Penn Design Study (2004) sponsored by the University of
Central Florida Metropolitan Center for Regional Studies and the “How Shall We Grow” (2006)
study sponsored by MyRegion.org in association with the Orlando Chamber of Commerce,
provided scenarios associated with future growth outcomes over the next fifty years within the
iii

seven county Central Florida region. These study initiatives concluded that the conventional
suburban pattern should no longer be implemented in order to reduce future adverse impacts to
Florida’s environment. These studies supported the implementation of a more traditional pattern
of growth, with its higher levels of compactness, mixed land uses and connectivity, as the
preferred form of future land development. They demonstrated that traditional design forms
would reduce the amount of impacted undeveloped land and also reduce the amount of public
service costs associated with lower levels of compactness and land use mix. Although the
aforementioned studies provide a very informative evaluation from an environmental
perspective, they do not extend their differing potential growth scenarios to a “healthy
communities” perspective. This research endeavors to begin to fill that gap through evidence
based research using a confirmatory model approach that addresses relationships between
phenomena that may be indicative of healthy communities. This study identifies the phenomena
of outdoor neighborhood public realm engagement, primarily in the form of physical activity
(walking and bicycling) and socializing in the public realm, and neighborhood level social
capital, and their potential relationship with higher and lower levels of land use mix. This
research posits a pathway mechanism, using structural equation modeling, to better grasp their
possible relationships. This research seeks to add evidence based research to the public policy
discussion pertaining to the type of future land development patterns that will be advocated by
citizens and public policy makers by providing a fuller evaluative resource that includes a
discussion of “healthy communities” in terms of outdoor physical activity and social interaction.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This research endeavors to empirically address the contemporary discussion being waged
by citizens, planners, engineers, politicians, attorneys, developers and many others participants in
the public arena regarding the type of design pattern for development that should be
implemented for future growth in Florida. This study examines the notion that a community may
be “healthy” if resident engagement, in the form of outdoor physical activity (walking and
bicycling) and social interaction within the neighborhood public realm, are at sufficient levels.
Outdoor public realm engagement is conceptualized for this study to be comprised of resident
outdoor physical activity, outdoor passive involvement (such as front porch sitting) and outdoor
social interaction within the public realm of the neighborhood. This study posits a relationship
between public realm engagement and a form of social capital within the context of the
neighborhood. This study posits the aforementioned relationships and their mutual direct and
indirect relationships with the physical built environment, as expressed by the level of land use
mix, in which the resident lives. A higher level of land use mix infers that there is a higher
quantity and diversity of destinations that are in close proximity to the resident’s home.
This research seeks to understand the correlation and explanatory affect between the
aforementioned phenomena through the implementation of two structural equation models. The
noted phenomena are conceptualized by measurement models labeled as “Propensity for Outdoor
Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement”, “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement” and “Neighborhood Social Capital”. Both of the public realm constructs are two
dimensional.
The “Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct asserts
that the nature of the built environment’s land use mix will be perceived by residents as
1

conducive for walking and bicycling to destinations (parks and retail commercial destinations)
provided a sufficient number and diversity of destinations are perceived to be close to one’s
residence. In relation to this perception, it is inferred within the construct itself, that many
residents may have an increased proclivity to utilize active non motorized modes such as walking
and bicycling for destination travel. This two dimensional phenomenon as conceptualized by this
construct is at the heart of an ethos advanced by New Urbanists, which states that increased
levels of active travel and neighborhood social capital are directly related to traditional forms of
the built environment (Duany & Plater-Zyberk, 2000). Traditional design forms incorporate
mixed land uses, greater density, and greater proximity and connectivity, which provide a
physical environment in which opportunities for active travel are fostered. Active travel denotes
the use of non- motorized transportation (primarily walking and bicycling) for utilitarian travel
purposes. The “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct
makes the assertion that residents are out and about in the common public realm of their
communities engaging in outdoor physical activity for active travel and recreational purposes
and perhaps also engaging in social interaction, while they are simultaneously observing others
doing the same. This construct denotes a communal human energy being generated within a
neighborhood’s public realm space.

Study Problem
The study of how to design and construct physical neighborhood environments that may
foster and promote the health and the well being of its residents with regard to physical activity
and social interaction opportunities has been pursued by academics and the movements of Smart
Growth and New Urbanism (Frumkin, 2002). Proponents of these similarly focused movements
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equate traditional design principles as enablers in which healthy outcomes pertaining to the
individual residents in the form of physical and social benefits, may originate, as well as
outcomes to the community as a whole in the form of neighborhood social capital.

Built Environment
The built environment refers to all buildings, spaces (public and private) and
transportation roadways (non motorized and motorized) that are created by people. The built
environment is affected by land use and transportation planning and policies which may affect
opportunities for physical activity for recreation and transportation purposes, as well as
opportunities for social interaction. The built environment is a multi-dimensional concept that
comprises the major disciplines of urban design, land use planning, and transportation planning
and engineering.

Healthy Communities
The use of the term “healthy communities” is used in this research to describe the state of
the built environment at the geographical organizing element of the neighborhood. This
perspective is based upon individual physical activity and social interaction. This research does
not establish a specific formula to determine the health of a community, but poses an evaluation
on a relative basis using differing land use mix environments as the determinant for analysis. The
term “healthy communities” describes a general sense of improved physical activity and social
interaction by its residents which may lead to physical and emotional health benefits to both the
individual and to the collective neighborhood in terms of its ability to foster trust and
participation amongst its members. People may facilitate physical fitness and social interaction
by walking or bicycling for transportation, exercise and/or leisure purposes, within the public
3

realm of their community provided the transportation hardscape enables this and there are
destinations within close proximity with sufficient safe connectivity. The potential link between
the nature of the physical built environment of communities and human behavior has long been
of interest to urban planners, sociologists and behavioral psychologists (Sallis & Owen, 1999,
Frank et al., 2005). It is understood that innate personal attitudes and preferences play a
dominant role in behavior, but the physical built environment may also have a role in shaping
human behavior (Sallis & Owen, 1999).
Urban design plays a key role in the development of healthy communities as it addresses
the architectural form and artistic qualities of the built components of the landscape and their
relationship with each other. Urban design addresses both the function and appeal of structures
and public spaces (Dutton, 2000). Land use planning typically addresses the distribution of the
individual built environment components across space and may be defined by density, mixed use
or separated use and the nature of the connectivity between these land uses at the neighborhood
and regional scale. Urban design may be defined as the public quality of buildings and their
interrelationships. The architecture of buildings and place may not be as important as the urban
order and the equality of the public space (Calthorpe, 2000).
Health and transportation researchers have examined outdoor physical activity from
different perspectives. Even though health is affected by the total accumulated activity, most of
the health research to date has been related to leisure or recreational physical activity - and
walking is the most common form of activity for these purposes (USDHHS, 1996). Brisk
walking is advantageous to physical health, especially if done on a regular basis (Wagner et al.,
2001). In contrast, transportation and urban planning researchers have been primarily interested
in a non-overlapping subset of physical activity, walking and cycling for utilitarian purposes,
4

referred to as “active travel” or “non motorized transport” (NMT). In the past, health and
transportation and urban planning researchers have not attempted to merge each other’s
potentially complimentary research approaches (Frank et al., 2003, Handy et al., 2002, Saelens et
al., 2003). But as health researchers have recently become more interested in exploring the
environmental correlates of outdoor physical activity (Booth et al., 2001, Sallis et al., 1998), they
have integrated the research work from the transportation field. Transportation engineering and
planning researchers have studied health related consequences for a considerable time, but their
interest has been in relation to traffic related injuries and negative health effects of automotive
pollution (Litman, 2002) and not on constructs which address active non motorized
transportation which are speculated in this research as potentially affecting public realm
engagement and neighborhood social capital.
This research provides a framework for consideration as to the nature of the concept of
healthy communities and how they might be fostered with the nature of the built environment as
the starting point, in particular, the land use mix fabric. Proponents of traditional design
principles have come together under the unifying movement entitled “New Urbanism”.

New Urbanism / Traditional Neighborhood Design
New Urbanism recognizes walkable, human scaled neighborhoods as the building blocks
of sustainable communities and regions (Katz, 1994). The Charter of New Urbanism (2000)
articulates the movement’s principles and defines the essential qualities of urban places from the
scale of the region to the individual building. Separate use zoning codes and high volume road
standards helped to make sprawl the contemporary default development option (Katz). New
Urbanism promotes bringing destinations within a closer proximity of each other which may
5

enable the possibility of social encounters between residents. New Urbanism promotes the
establishment of shared public realm space as the primary organizing element of a community.
New Urbanists believe that the architecture of the buildings provide a physically defined edge to
public realm areas such as commons and streets (Katz).
New Urbanism is an urban planning movement which promotes traditionally designed
neighborhoods. Its supporters often state with conviction that a “sense of community” can be
created through the traditional design of the built environment (Talen, 1999). New Urbanists
believe that private communication networks are functionally different from the networks that
may be established within the outdoor public realm (Calthorpe, 1993). They believe that the real
problem with conventional suburban designed (CSD) neighborhoods is not necessarily the
homogeneity of the residential areas and the possible lack of destinations incorporated within
them, nor the possible aesthetic deficit, but its detrimental social effect (Duany & Plater-Zyberk,
1991). New Urbanists believe that a detrimental social effect in the form of a decreased level of
social interaction, leads to lower levels of neighborhood social capital (Duany & Plater-Zyberk).
The essence of New Urbanism lies in its social doctrine which utilizes a complex multi
dimensional abstract concept of “sense of community” as its foundation (Talen). This study
provides a model which asserts that healthy communities and perhaps this notion of sense of
community are progressively facilitated from the nature of the built environment (land use mix),
through outdoor public realm engagement and leading to neighborhood social capital.
Built environments have been designed and constructed utilizing either traditional or
conventional suburban principles. Traditionally designed built environments are often referred to
as “small towns” as they exhibit a pedestrian friendly environment and may provide a nurturing
sense of community and place. This may have to do with the presence of a centralized public
6

realm which contains retail commercial, civic space and educational facilities. Traditionally
designed communities generally provide more compact built environments with differing land
uses placed within close proximity to one another, thus enabling residents to walk or bicycle to
destinations. Residents would often receive sufficient amounts of physical exercise just from
their daily routines which may include walking to a transit stop or walking to the local grocery
store on the way home from work. The pathways were often pedestrian friendly as they provided
wide sidewalks, shade trees, and contiguous buildings with perhaps interesting window displays,
all of which made for interesting walking routes for pedestrians. Additionally, pathways within
the public realm provided opportunities for unplanned social encounters with neighbors or new
acquaintances. Public realm pathways and sidewalks provided opportunities for residents to
engage with one another while also serving to make the travel seem quicker than otherwise
(Calthorpe, 1993).
Proponents of New Urbanism feel that the nature in which a community’s built
environment is organized has a deterministic effect upon local economic activity, community
social capital and resident physical activity for both leisure and purposeful commuting/travel.
Each of these noted items, which pertain to social, psychological, physical and spiritual
outcomes at the individual level, are then interpolated to lead to more holistic and healthier
communities (Frumkin, 2002). Proponents of Smart Growth and New Urbanisim have not been
shy about their claims which infer that outdoor physical activity and social interaction within the
community are directly related to the design form of the community and that the more traditional
pedestrian oriented mix of land use forms are better enablers of these (Talen, 1999). Talen
asserts that it is important to confront and test the social doctrine of New Urbanism through
evidence based methods as the claims made by many of its members are bold and exclusive and
7

may not be grounded in fact. This study desires to join this call by Talen for a more grounded
evidence based analysis with the hope of providing quality research to add to the existing body
of knowledge.
New Urbanists believe that if the community is designed for the pedestrian as well as the
automobile, through the provision of walking and bicycling facilities for travel and leisure
purposes and through the prudent assembling of retail/commercial destinations located within a
public realm area that residents may have a greater inclination to engage in outdoor physical and
social activity. If retail/commercial destinations are placed in close proximity to residential areas
with a high degree of connectivity, while providing safe and appealing pathways, New Urbanists
believe that residents will have a greater inclination to walk or bicycle to these destinations as
part of their daily routines. New Urbanists believe that providing mixed and integrated land uses
will provide residents with opportunities for both leisure and utilitarian walking and bicycling.

The Neighborhood Public Realm
The center of traditionally designed communities constitutes the integrated commercial,
recreational and civic life of the community. The center public realm is what really makes a
community. The Main Street within the public realm is a strollable connector between the
differing land uses within the public realm. Conventional suburban design is the product of
zoning requirements which serve to isolate different land uses. In contrast to this, traditional
design principles and form based codes, serve to bring together differing land uses to create
identity for the community. The traditional commons or public realm centers a community with
convivial gathering and meeting places. The basic public space is the street and is respected by
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traditional design principles to be much more than just a thoroughfare for the automobile, but a
realm for pedestrians and bicyclists as well (Calthorpe, 2000).
The incorporation of a public realm in a community design by designers announces a
desire to bring meaning and stature to the physical expression of public life. From public realm
entities of streets, parks, plazas, village squares and commercial centers, the public realm is
defined as the meeting ground of the neighborhood. In contrast to conventionally suburban
designed neighborhoods, traditional communities may have public realms which contain
multistory, mixed use buildings and the apartments which may line a central parkway, together
with adjacent row houses and houses, which serve to encourage a social and generational variety
among residents. An important dimension of the public realm is a marketplace. The retail form
has changed from smaller specialty stores within a neighborhood’s public realm to generic
templates of power centers, regional malls and big box stores. Human scale and neighborhood
focus have been subordinated for a larger scale focus on the needs of the automobile and national
distribution and as such, the act of daily shopping as integral part of community life within the
public realm has been deleted within suburban development (Calthorpe, 2000). The public realm
adds character, builds value, promotes security and may serve to foster a sense of community by
residents. Public realm elements of streets, sidewalks, parks, plazas, front porches, and cafes, all
may serve to provide nourishing settings for interaction and public life. Most conventional
suburban designed communities lack this form of public realm space.

Conventional Suburban Design
Beginning in the early 1950s, large master planned suburban residential developments
were being constructed in areas that were a substantial distance from any commercial property,
9

thereby necessitating the absolute need for automobile ownership by residents to meet daily
needs. The suburban neighborhoods were designed with lower density levels and were single use
(residential only) which made it impractical to walk or ride a bicycle to community civic and
commercial areas. Suburban designed communities in their harshest form are often criticized as
places that spawn social isolation as their form is disconnected and piecemeal, which tends to
discourage walking (Calthorpe, 2000). Its form is dispersed and oriented exclusively for the
automobile. As suburban designed communities often lack a public realm, other than perhaps a
park, serendipitous encounters that are necessary for invigorating urban culture to occur, are not
enabled as most human contact is planned and controlled (Dutton, 2000). As the suburban design
pattern called for lower densities and separated land uses, more automobile trips were necessary.
Roads could not be constructed nor expanded quick enough to meet the ever increasing demand
from new development that was occurring increasingly further from the center of commerce
cores.
In the mid 1970s a host of architects and urban designers began to question the existing
suburban sprawl development pattern in light of the amount of traffic congestion that was
becoming more evident. A certain number of designers from the south Florida area began to
buck the mainstream architecture philosophy of the time which embraced Modernism and which
was focused on individual structures, and sought to return to a more comprehensive, community
context view of architecture. This view focused on the community context as a whole and how
the individual buildings and streets are placed in relation to one another with the overarching
objective of designing communities that could foster a higher quality of life. In a response to
negative outcomes such as automobile congestion, which may be associated with suburban
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development, there has been a renewed interest over the last twenty five years to design and
build communities in a traditional manner.
The conventional suburban design pattern of development is typically characterized by a
more spatially expansive built environment which arranges differing land uses into segregated
clusters or “pods” with the residential land use separated from the retail/office land use. This
separation of land uses and the distances between them pose challenges for walking and
bicycling for utilitarian purposes. The suburban design pattern, in its most extreme form,
essentially removes the neighborhood fabric which is essential for pedestrian destination travel
(Crane, 2000). Those affiliated with the New Urbanist movement often refer to suburban
communities as examples of “suburban sprawl” that are “placeless” and fail to engender any
“sense of community”. Suburban forms of land use are characterized by low connectivity,
minimal accessibility and permeability and have numerous built in barriers which may
effectively negate pedestrian travel.
Do these differing built environment design fabrics of traditional and suburban design
create different behavioral outcomes with regard to outdoor public realm engagement and
neighborhood social capital? This is the question that provided the impetus for the following
research questions.

Research Questions
The purpose of this research is to investigate analytical support for the hypothesis that
outdoor public realm engagement and neighborhood level social capital may be positively
affected through the implementation of built environments with a higher level of land use mix,
which is indicative of traditional design patterns. This study develops a confirmatory “Healthy
11

Communities” model through the validation of a multi-dimensional conceptual framework that
explains the relationship among three constructs: “Propensity for Neighborhood Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement”, “Experience of Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”, and
“Neighborhood Social Capital”. The foundation of the proposed model is land use mix.

Land Use Mix
The model’s foundation is a metric variable which provides a measure of the relative land
use mix where a respondent resides. This metric is formulated through the quantification of the
number and diversity of destinations that are located within close proximity to the respondent’s
home. High quantities of destinations and diversity of destinations infers higher levels of land
use mix and is indicative of a traditional urban design pattern. Traditional neighborhoods place a
high importance upon the placement of a centralized public realm, which is thought to provide
space for residents to engage with one another.

Public Realm Engagement
This study prepares two constructs which glean two potential aspects of a neighborhood’s
outdoor public realm engagement. The outdoor public realm consists of areas of land which are
open to the public for use. They consist of not only publically owned properties, such as parks,
sidewalks, and trails, but they may also include privately owned retail commercial properties,
such as stores and restaurants. Public realm engagement infers resident participation in physical
activity (walking and bicycling), face-to-face social interaction between people, and resident’s
observation of others in the public realm. Outdoor public realm engagement may be active,
involving physical activity, such as strolling on the sidewalk, or passive, such as sitting outside
on one’s front porch watching others walk by and perhaps engaging in pleasantries with them.
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This study differentiates between “Propensity for Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” and “Experience of Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” in order to
decipher how these two components may serve to build upon one another, as well as to
understand their association with land use mix.
The study seeks to assemble a model which incorporates concepts associated with healthy
communities: outdoor physical activity, social interaction with other residents and neighborhood
social capital. The central question of this research seeks to find out if higher levels of land use
mix and proximity to destinations (LUMPOD), which is generally indicative of traditional design
principles, are associated with higher levels of neighborhood public realm engagement, as
evidenced by moderate forms of physical activity (notably walking and bicycling for utilitarian
and recreational leisure purposes) and higher levels of neighborhood social capital.
Specifically, this study seeks to answer the following research questions:
1. As it pertains to the cross sectional study data sample, do communities with higher land
use mix and close proximity to destinations, have relatively greater amounts of
“propensity for outdoor neighborhood public realm engagement”, “experience of outdoor
neighborhood public realm engagement”, and “neighborhood social capital”?
2. Guided by a posited model for “Healthy Communities”, what are the integrated effects of
“land use mix”, “propensity for outdoor neighborhood public realm engagement”,
“experience of outdoor neighborhood public realm engagement”, and “neighborhood
social capital” and how may these constructs unfold?
From these two research questions, the following hypotheses are stated.
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Study Hypotheses
H1: The following relationships “unfold” in accordance with the posited healthy
communities model: higher levels of land use mix lead to higher levels of “propensity for
outdoor public realm engagement”, which in turn leads to higher levels of “experience of
outdoor public realm engagement”, which in turn leads to higher levels of “neighborhood social
capital”.
H2: Land use mix has a substantial direct effect upon “propensity for outdoor public
realm engagement”.
H3: “Propensity for outdoor public realm engagement” has a moderate direct effect upon
“experience of outdoor public realm engagement”.
H4: “Experience of outdoor public realm engagement” has a large direct effect upon
“neighborhood social capital”.
H5: “Propensity for outdoor public realm engagement” has a small direct effect upon
“neighborhood social capital”.
H6: “Propensity for outdoor public realm engagement” has a smaller direct effect upon
“neighborhood social capital”, when controlling for “self selection”, which posits that those
residents who choose their neighborhood based upon their proclivity to live in a neighborhood
that is perceived to offer greater opportunities for social interaction, will have greater levels of
neighborhood social capital.
H7: “Propensity for outdoor public realm engagement” has a smaller direct effect upon
“neighborhood social capital”, when controlling for “time of residence”, which posits that those
residents who live in their neighborhood longer, will have greater levels of neighborhood social
capital.
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H8: The “Healthy Communities” posited model’s performance and applicability is robust
across sample population stratifications of gender, socio economic knowledge based worker
class, time of residence and choice of neighborhood based upon opportunities for social
interaction.

Theoretical Framework and Conceptual Models
A primary responsibility of quantitative research is the selection of a theoretical
framework. Wan (1995) states that the selection of a theoretical framework comprises five basic
stages: conceptualization, model selection, critique of previous work in the applicable field of
study, review of the germane evidence and reformulation of the posited model. These stages are
the foundation of the theory and model selection for this research design and the modeling is
firmly rooted in ecological model theory which provides the best framework in which to examine
the potential relationships between multi-level variable effects.
The theoretical framework was primarily guided by the work of Talen (1999), Handy
(2006) and Leyden (2003). However, as this research is relatively new and involves a very large
and complex ecologically based phenomenon, a well accepted theory is not in place in the
literature as numerous methodologies pursued to date have fallen well short of comprehensively
addressing the topic. Researchers (Putnam, 2000, Frank & Engelke, 2001, Frank et al., 2003)
believe that social networks and community involvement have positive health consequences.
They believe that those who are socially engaged with other residents in the community and
participate in community events tend to have longer lives and have a higher degree of mental and
physical health (Leyden, 2003).
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Social and community ties are important components of neighborhood social capital,
which is defined as the social networks and interactions that inspire trust and reciprocity among
residents (Putnam, 2000). As neighborhood social capital has been found to be linked to good
health, it is important to understand why some communities have greater levels of neighborhood
social capital than others (Leyden, 2003). There are many potential reasons for differing levels of
social capital, such as generational change, computer and television usage, commute times to
work, and financial pressures associated with the economy. Leyden (2003) believes the built
environment can affect the degree to which people are involved in their communities and with
each other directly. Leyden (2003) premises that some neighborhoods are designed using
traditional design patterns which enable and encourage social ties, while a conventional suburban
single land use design pattern may in fact discourage such.
Duany (2000) states that neighborhood designs that have a high level of land use mix and
proximity to destinations and which are pedestrian oriented, are more likely to promote social
capital. Leyden (2003) speculates that neighborhoods with a higher level of mixed use and have
a high degree of pedestrian orientation are expected to enhance social capital because they
enable, through their physical built environment, higher levels of resident outdoor interaction.
This research examines Duany’s (2000) and Leyden’s (2003) assertions as the basis for a data
driven empirical design in concert with a strong foundational literature support, to ascertain
constructs which glean neighborhood public realm engagement and neighborhood social capital
constructs and posit them in a confirmatory model.
Based upon a working knowledge of literature, survey questions will be drawn up that are
theorized to be associated with unobservable phenomena that may be at work in the
neighborhood context. This research utilizes a variable metric of land use mix and proximity of
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destinations (LUMPOD) to describe differing built environments. This research design sets out
initially on an inductive exploratory approach, before shifting to a deductive confirmatory
analysis.
With regard to the modeling theory utilized for this research, a social ecological
framework (McLeroy, 1988) is utilized which integrates with a behavioral model of the built
environment (Lee 2004). Social ecological approaches provide a useful framework as they
recognize multilevel influences of behaviors and the potential association with the built
environment (Lee, 2004). All three of the constructs used in the model are oriented on the
premise of an association between the built environment, active living engagement and social
interaction.
Ecological modeling philosophy evolved from social cognitive theory, which posits the
role of both the social and physical environment as determinants in researched outcomes. It is
important to note that most of the ecological models advanced to date have lacked specificity
about how specific elements of the built environment may lead to varying behaviors (McNeil,
Wyrwich, Brownson, Clark, Kreuter, 2006). This is a difficult task to execute as it requires a true
experimental research design and a structural statistical approach necessary to isolate these
effects on the endogenous constructs. The body of research in this field of study is making
incremental strides. The research is truly cross disciplinary as it draws upon the fields of public
health, psychology, sociology, and transportation and as such pose conceptualization challenges
for researchers. The ecological approach is a “systems based approach” in which relationships
between the living organism (the human resident) and their environment (the nature of the
physical landscape or “built environment”), are examined (Pichon, Arredondo, Roesch, Sallis,
Ayala, Elder, 2007). The ecological approach utilizes structural equation modeling techniques in
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order to better understand the inter relationships between posited constructs. Such constructs
may address societal influences, attitudes, predispositions, preferences, perceptions and metrics
of the landscape, which all taken together are theorized to determine outdoor physical activity
and social interaction patterns (Sallis, 1999).
Theory provides a foundation for the formulation of hypotheses and the interpretation of
the model’s ability to fit the data. To date, because of the relative newness of research that seeks
to understand the relationship between the built environment and utilitarian outdoor physical
activity and social capital, there is not a comprehensive agreed upon theoretical framework for
this form of research to date.
To examine how the posited “Healthy Communities” model may unfold, constructs of
outdoor public realm engagement and neighborhood social capital were generated and assembled
in a causal format which implicitly asserts its theoretical foundation and hypotheses. Figure 1
illustrates the conceptual model (three construct) and Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual model
(two construct) for this research. The only difference between the two construct and the three
construct model is that the two construct model does not contain the “experience of outdoor
neighborhood public realm” construct.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Structural Model (Three Construct Model)
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Figure 2: Conceptual Structural Model (Two Construct Model)
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Study Methodology
Three constructs were posited for use in model construction to seek a pathway in which
land use mix may affect outdoor public realm engagement and social capital. The first construct
endeavors to blend the perception of one’s built environment within the spatial context of their
residence, specifically with regard to retail and recreation destinations which may be close
enough, in their mind, to walk or bicycle to. This construct is therefore a two dimensional
construct which measures one’s ability to accurately perceive their environment of the
aforementioned destinations. The second construct, which is theorized to be statistically
associated with one’s participation with the outdoor public realm, their observation of others in
the public realm, and their own social interaction or that of others within the public realm. As
with the first construct, this construct is likewise two dimensional as it ascertains a relationship
between personally engaging in outdoor physical activity and observing the engagement of other
residents within the public realm. The third construct is a one dimensional construct which
utilizes framework for social capital provided by Putnam (2000) and Leyden (2003).
As the data sample was cross sectional, it is not possible to assert causation, but it is
possible to propose what the causal paths may be accurate as part of this initial phase research,
subject to future application of these models with longitudinal panel data. The first step of the
research continuum is to fit the models with a cross sectional data sample and fine tune them.
Ecological models are complex and can only address a fragment of all of the potential
influences. Structural modeling techniques are valuable tools as they quantify all of the
unidentified potential variable influences in the model via the observable variable error terms.
The concepts used in this research have been operationalized in the form of hypothetical
constructs utilizing observable variables. Although the variance in a few of the loaded observable
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variables may only reflect a communality that is indicative of less than 25% of the hypothetical
latent meaning of the posited construct as revealed by the reliability analysis, nonetheless each
observable variable is provided with an error term in the measurement model, which accounts for
the remaining portion of the underlying meaning not directly revealed by the construct itself.
When the three measurement models are installed within the posited covariance models, the error
terms of the observable variables may be intercorrelated with one another, within the
measurement model itself or with other error terms from the other measurement models also
included in the covariance structure, as well as with the residual constructs from endogenous
variables, which are also included in the model. Additionally, these constructs are examined as
to their potential relationship with control variables which are thought to have an effect on
community social capital and outdoor engagement.
This body of research is moving towards the use of a structural quantitative method as
opposed to early research which utilized ordinary least squares, which is ineffective in analyzing
interrelated effects between independent variables. Structural approaches enable researcher to
glean the interrelated effects of the independent (exogenous) construct while simultaneously
analyzing the effects of the exogenous constructs on the dependent (endogenous) constructs,
while accounting for the individual error terms associated with the constructs.
The following sub sections will briefly address the sampling frame, the survey
instrument, the data collection method and the data analysis.

Sampling Frame
The unit of analysis will be the individual resident. The sampling frame for this research
will consist of members of the Florida American Planning Association (FAPA) who reside in the
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state of Florida. The FAPA members are predominantly persons who hold college degrees, with
the majority of the members holding graduate degrees. This sample will be strongly
homogeneous in terms of socio-economic and demographic class, as most all of respondents fall
under the classification of Knowledge Based members by virtue of their educational level and
profession. This is advantageous as the nature of sample itself will provide internal model
control for numerous socio-economic and demographic variables.

Instrument
A twenty nine question survey questionnaire instrument will be utilized and posted
digitally through the SurveyMonkey.com website. The survey instrument is attached (reference
Appendix A). The metric variable data for the land use mix was facilitated using Walkscore.com.

Data Collection
Potential respondents will be contacted via email and provided with a general explanation
of the study and a hyperlink to the survey questionnaire (reference Appendix A). The electronic
survey will be facilitated through the use of services provided by SurveyMonkey.com.

Data Analysis
The data will initially be analyzed from a univariate and bivariate perspective. After this
examination and the transformation of particular variables as necessary in order to address
potential non normality issues, exploratory factor analysis will be pursued for three latent
constructs using SPSS. Pending the successful outcome of this endeavor, the focus will shift to a
confirmatory approach, initially as it pertains to the three individual construct measurement
models and then for the two covariance structural models. The use of structural equation models
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will test the comprehensive multivariate theory of the posited “healthy communities” pathway,
as specified by the model. The structural model will be guided by an ecological framework.

Significance of Study
Critics feel that the rapid growth in Florida over the last fifty years has not provided an
efficiently functioning environment with healthy outcomes to its citizens – socially nor
physically. The way in which communities are designed can have an effect on the quality of life
for its residents as the physical environment can enable and provide opportunities or erect
barriers for healthy behavior, such as outdoor walking and bicycling and social interaction with
others in the neighborhood. These healthy behaviors may in turn generate a capital – social
capital – which may be drawn upon as needed by the community as a whole or as individual
residents have needs. Additionally social capital provides an ongoing form of cohesiveness in the
community which makes life more enjoyable.
Every study has its limitations. A brief summary of these limitations are as follows.

Limitations of Study
As the sampling frame consists of Knowledge Base class individuals, inferring empirical
findings from this study will be limited to this particular socio- economic/demographic class of
individuals. With regard to the proposed constructs, they will be developed through exploratory
factor analysis within an ecological framework as guided by the literature, as a well developed
groundwork of literature is not available at this time. This research is initial phase research as it
pertains to the posited two public realm engagement constructs and their association with one
another, with land use mix and with neighborhood social capital.
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Organization of Study
Chapter 1 has provided an overview of the proposed study and stated the importance and
relevance of it. This chapter discussed the importance of examining this research using an
ecological framework because of the complexity and diversity of potential model variables. This
chapter has presented the purpose of the study, research questions, theoretical framework,
conceptual models, hypotheses, methodology, and potential study significance.
Chapter 2 is a literature review which provides the support for the constructs that have
been conceptualized and operationalized in this study, along with the rational for the conceptual
model and theoretical framework chosen for this study. This chapter summarizes and critiques
the applicable literature and notes the contribution that this study will make to current literature.
Chapter 3 provides a thorough description of the study methodology and includes the
research design, unit of analysis, study sample, data sources, data collection and instrumentation,
study variables, statistical analysis and modeling of the study.
Chapter 4 provides the findings and results of the study analyses. Univariate,
multivariate, and correlation analysis are provided as the descriptive analysis. The validity of the
individual construct measurement models is tested using appropriate factor analysis and
structural diagnostic fit statistics and the results are provided. Additionally, the covariance
structural models are analyzed and reviewed for their validity using the appropriate diagnostics.
Chapter 5 provides the concluding remarks which reflect upon the study’s strengths,
weaknesses, limitations and potential alternate explanations. The chapter concludes with the
implications of the study and recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The built environment is very complex and therefore behavior within the built
environment at the community and neighborhood levels is difficult to not only understand, but to
conceptualize and research (Frank, et al. 2003). Conceptual and practical challenges involved
with understanding physical activity in different built environments are numerous, 1) walking
and bicycling may or may not require similar environments depending upon the purpose, 2)
attributes of the built environment tend to be found together and are therefore difficult to
disentangle, 3) it is difficult to ascertain whether the built environment reduces trips via non
motorized transport by replacing them or whether additional non motorized transportation is in
addition to automobile trips and in fact does not reduce those trips what so ever, and 4) whether
or not behaviors that are observed in the built environment are due to the physical built
environment itself or due to individual resident’s attitudes, preferences and inclinations, which
may have substantially served in the decision making process of neighborhood choice (Frank, et
al. 2003). Community design may influence behavior. The placement of the various physical
pieces in the urban environment, the buildings and the transportation systems, at the proper scale
with an aesthetic appeal, have the ability to influences a person’s decision to engage with them
via walking and bicycling. The health field has examined mainly psychological and social
variables that may be associated with an individual’s behavior (Sallis & Owen, 1999), while the
transportation discipline has focused on defining environmental variables that appear to
influence behavior of entire communities (Ewing & Cervero, 2001, Handy et al., 2002).
To study the relationship between the built environment and a host of endogenous and
exogenous variables, researchers have proposed the use of ecological models of behavior which
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are based upon the premise that the combination of psychological, social, and environmental /
policy variables best explain behavior (Sallis & Owen, 1999, Sallis & Owen, 2002). Therefore
the development of a trans-disciplinary approach that integrates the models and methods of
behavioral research in the health, transportation, and urban planning fields is expected to provide
a better understand regarding the reasons why the majority of adults in the United States lead
physically inactive lifestyles (King et al., 2002). A collaborative approach may produce advances
on issues of central concern to transportation, such as social equity, pedestrian injuries, traffic
congestion, and air quality. Ecological models are thought to be most effective when they
operate on multiple levels (Sallis et al., 2002). The most powerful interventions, according to
ecological models should ensure safe, attractive and convenient places for physical activity. They
should also include motivational and educational programs to encourage use of the facilities, as
well as the use appropriate media and community organizations to change social norms and
culture within the community. Numerous authors have identified environmental and policy
interventions as the most promising strategy for creating large scale, population wide changes
with respect to eating, physical activity and weight status. (Giles-Corti et al., 2003). Ecological
models of behavior state that environments restrict or promote a range of behavior through the
facilitation of certain actions and by discouraging or prohibiting other behaviors (Wicker et al.,
1979). Researchers believe that ecological models can add explanatory value above that provided
by interpersonal and intrapersonal factors. Environmental variables are but a slice of the total
picture or set of variable groups that make up ecological models – intrapersonal, interpersonal
and cultural factors all influence behavior (Sallis et al., 1996). Policies and environments are
often conceived as mediators of intervention effects and most often interact with the other
aforementioned factors (Baranowski et al., 1998). As ecological models have multiple levels of
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influence on behavior, physical activity interventions should be effective when they are targeted
within four areas, intrapersonal, social, physical environmental and policy.
Physical activity is widely recognized for its ability to possibly prevent and treat a wide
array of physical and psychological disorders (Dishman et al. 2004, USDHHS, 1996). Urban
designers, transportation planners and engineers, and urban planners have been studying how to
design cities so would walk and cycle more (Frank et al., 2003). In the past most of the research
focused on recreational or leisure time physical activity. However since the late 1990s,
professionals from other disciplines became particularly interested in physical activity. “Active
Living” is a broader concept that incorporates exercise, recreational activities, household and
occupational activities, and active transportation as part of a person’s daily routine (Sallis et al.,
2002). The change in terminology from exercise to physical activity to active living is indicative
of the evolution in how physical activity is conceived and how conceptual models are assembled
to guide research, policy and practice. Many researchers believe that multilevel interventions
based upon ecological models and targeting individuals, social environments, physical
environments and policies, must be done in order to achieve long term behavioral changes in the
population (Sallis et al., 2006). Multilevel research and interventions require multiple disciplines
to combine their concepts and methods to create transdisciplinary approaches. The application of
this type of approach and multilevel models to advance the notion of active living is fairly new in
its development, but continues to attract the interest of researchers and associated funding.
Models and theories that posit social and psychological influences on behavior were the
dominant frameworks that researchers used to try to understand physical activity. The use of the
Health Belief Model, the Theory of Planned Behavior, Social Cognitive Theory and the Trans
Theoretical Model (Sallis et al., 2003) led to interventions that targeted individuals and groups.
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However, today there is a growing interest in ecological models as a framework for physical
activity since they are speculated to hold greater possibilities in active living research. With
regard to public health, ecological models are in reference to one’s interactions with their
physical and socio-cultural surroundings (Stokols, 1992).
Inclusion of environmental and policy variables that are hypothesized to affect behavior
set ecological models apart from other theoretical models. Ecological models are unique in that
they incorporate a wide range of influences at multiple levels (McLeroy et al., 1988, Sallis et al.,
2002). Inactivity should be considered a major public health problem since most adults in the
United States as well as other industrialized nations, do not meet health related guidelines for
physical activity (Caspersen et al., 1994). Physical activity interventions are beginning to be
conceptualized more on a population basis using ecological models since the specific
interventions that are targeted for individual change are often not long lasting or effective. The
concept of behavior setting is particularly important for ecological studies of physical activity.
Behavior settings are the contexts in which behavior occurs – either physical or social (Wicker,
1979). When increases in physical activity within a population are targeted, samples may be
assessed with validated self-report measures or through several objectively based monitoring
strategies (Montoye et al., 1996). When interventions are designed to promote physical activity
in targeted settings, objective measures such as direct observation may be facilitated in those
settings. It has been suggested that several measurement issues should be considered when
evaluation macro level interventions (Brownson et al., 1997).
There is little overlap between the fields of public health and urban planning today,
although the two fields emerged at the turn of the century with the common goal of preventing
urban outbreaks of infectious disease. The unfortunate outcome of the separation between the
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two fields has resulted in uncoordinated efforts to address the health of urban populations and the
general failure to recognize links between the built environment and health disparities – in
particular those facing low-income populations and people of color. Public health has
increasingly concentrated on biomedical factors that may contribute to morbidity and mortality
rates between different income classes of society. However the public health field is just
beginning to seriously investigate the role of land use decisions and how the built environment
may affect population health (Sallis, 2006). At the same time, the field of urban planning has
shown little effort to return to its roots of addressing the health of the poor in society. Thus the
two fields are largely disconnected and therefore unable to properly account for the factors that
comprehensively address the social, political, and economic environment and therefore fall short
as useful tools to address public health disparities.
Nonetheless, there is momentum a foot to reconnect planning and public health. There is
an emphasis to understand the environment it terms of the interplay between the biological,
physical (natural and built), and social, political, aesthetic, and economic environments. Some
argue for the reintegration of land use planning and public health, explicitly linking
transportation and land use planning to public health outcomes such increased obesity, asthma,
and mental health. (Frank, 2004) A framework or theory which addresses reasons for the
reconnection of the two fields and who may benefit from this reconnection may prove beneficial
for identifying policy tools that work. Physically inactive lifestyles are a major public health
challenge, and research in the transportation field on influences on the choice to walk and bike
may provide guidance toward solutions. Recently we have come to understand that physically
inactive lifestyles are one of the major public health problems of our time. The epidemiological
evidence linking physical inactivity with numerous health problems emerged mainly in the late
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1970s and the early1980s. Physical inactivity is a well-documented risk factor for the chronic
diseases that kill most Americans, including coronary heart disease, stroke, some cancers,
diabetes, and depression (US Department of Health and Human Services, USDS, 1996).

Historical Background
In the early 20th century, every major U.S. city had suburbs which were accessible by
railroad and trolley. These suburbs were developed like villages, which contained more than
solely residential areas. These villages were places that held a sense of place as they contained
main streets and civic destinations integrated within. People typically walked to the
railroad/trolley station, so they were achieving a fair amount of moderate exercise on a daily
basis as part of their routine. This form of exercise did not require a gymnasium or a specific
block of time scheduled for physical exercise – it was required and was part of one’s daily job.
Along the way to the station, many people met others on their way and engaged in conversation
while walking and on the trolley. These personal interactions served to provide a stimulus for
social capital within the town while the walk provided for the daily minimum moderate exercise
requirement of 30 minutes per day.
The conventional suburban model of development has received increasing criticism over
the last twenty years as traffic congestion has increased. Initially the decentralized city model
worked very well for those early participants as new roadways were constructed in mass
enabling the public at that time a freedom of mobility never before provided on earth. However
over time, this picture began to change as more and more automobiles were purchased and
destinations constructed over large areas instead of within a town setting, mandating more trips
of greater length, while competing for space with a growing plethora of automobiles. In the
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traditional cities, obtaining physical fitness through everyday tasks was possible since it was
built into the environment and the automobile age had not yet matured. Destination travel was
quite possible as most towns that were designed and constructed in the late 1800s and early
1900s as the automobile was not yet the norm and walking and transit (trolley car) were the
necessary forms of travel. Walking or riding a bike for utilitarian transportation was
commonplace. Simultaneously with the post World War II model of development, public health
research focused upon recreational and vigorous exercise versus the daily forms of moderate
exercise that was necessary for most residents of urban and rural environments prior to World
War II. However, the research agenda began to change, as many programs targeting the
individual and motivational programs designed to engage individuals in vigorous exercise were
deemed largely unsuccessful. Beginning in the 1980s researchers began to look at the more
moderate forms of exercise and epidemiological studies began to reveal that moderate forms
such as walking and biking, had the propensity to provide long and short term benefits to
individuals, possibly offsetting risk of premature mortality. As such, an interdisciplinary set of
researchers began to seek out the nature of ecological models that would lead individuals to
engage in moderate forms of physical activity as part of their daily routines integrated into their
lives.
Perry (1929 & 1939) developed his neighborhood unit design as an acknowledgement of
the new age of automobile traffic and the need to provide community designs which managed
the effects of the automobile (Reference is made to Appendix C). The neighborhood unit, which
contained a public realm and elementary school at its geographical center and retail on the
perimeter, was designed as a template to provide for an environment which enabled non
motorized transportation while minimizing connectivity through the neighborhood to prevent cut
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through traffic (Perry, 1939). This was a departure from the pure grid iron type of transportation
network with its consistently sized rectangular blocks. Perry sought to disconnect the particular
neighborhood unit from the outside street network in order to maintain a greater safety in the
streets from the detrimental effects of too much automobile traffic (Perry). Perry believed that
there were four major functions of the neighborhood, education (an elementary school at a
minimum), recreational areas (pocket parks, playgrounds, and ball fields), retail (shops, grocery
stores) and an attractive neighborhood environment (Perry, 1929). The neighborhood unit design
template was defined by two of the functions, placement of the schools within a quarter mile
maximum of all residential units (thus centrally located) and the incorporation of curvilinear
roadways within the unit (versus the traditional grid) to discourage neighborhood through traffic,
while still providing connectivity on the perimeter for intra neighborhood connectivity (Perry).

“Land Use Mix and Proximity to Destinations” Metric Variable
Land use mix is a concept which addresses the degree to which different forms of uses
(retail, commercial and residential) are assembled within a particular area. There may be a high
degree of mixing with all three forms of land use or there may none and only a single use land
use, such as a single use residential subdivision, which is indicative of most conventional
suburban designed product. Communities which are predominantly single use are believed to
have longer trip lengths, decrease use of transit and have greater amounts of automobiles in
ownership (Cervero, 1988). Higher levels of land use mix at the finer scale, the neighborhood
context is shown to be positively and significantly related to increased walking and bicycling for
non motorized travel, in particular commuting to places of employment, however only just a
small percentage of commuters were found to travel via walking or bicycling (Cervero, 1988).
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Mixed uses and proximity to a wide array of destinations are pivotal in the New
Urbanism doctrine (Duany et al., 2000). New Urbanists believe that the traditional development
pattern is a time tested planning practice that incorporates interrelated patterns of land use,
transportation, and urban form to create communities that foster the more desirable features of
human habitation, environmental sustainability, economic efficiency, neighborliness, social
capital, and human health. Destinations are designed to be within close proximity to residences
making it possible for people to walk or bike and along the way perhaps have those “chance
encounters” with friends or meet new acquaintances. The interaction of people with one another
creates social capital through development of social bonds, which ultimately, like financial
capital, is a resource to be drawn from as needed to address community challenges in way that
advances the quality of life (Putnam, 2000). Conventional suburban development patterns are
primarily designed for the automobile. Destinations are scattered throughout the region
necessitating the use of the automobile for practically all trips. Restrictive conventional single
use zoning and subdivision regulations have led to this type of development pattern over the last
fifty years in the suburbs. Duany & Plater-Zyberk (2000) feel that this form of development
diminishes desirable characteristics of human habitation.
Walkscore is the metric utilized to express the land use mix and proximity of destinations
within the realm of a resident’s dwelling. If there are a wide variety and quantity of destinations
within a quarter mile (generally considered as reasonable walking distance for most people) of
one’s residence, a high Walkscore is provided. This research converted categorized Walkscores
(0-100) into a Likert index (1-4). Although a high LUMOD indicates a more traditional type of
development, no two communities, either CSD or TND are ever the same. TND communities
differ across the board as to the number of TND principles that are designed and built into them.
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Some communities reflect the majority of TND principles, whereas other communities may have
only incorporated some of the principles.

Exogenous Construct: “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”
Built environments which enable walking and bicycling, have substantial health benefits
(Frank, et al., 2003). Reviews of the planning and health literatures by Saelens, Sallis and Frank
(2003) found significant relationships between the nature of the built environment and health
predictors (Saelens B, et al., 2003). Community environments which have numerous destinations
such as retail, parks and recreational facilities, while also being safe and with pleasing aesthetics,
tend to display higher levels of physical activity by older adults (Sallis, Kerr, et al., 2006).
Certain types of built environments are acknowledged to be associated with greater levels of
outdoor physical activity (Ball, et al., 2001). Land use mix, proximity and density are related and
most often occur simultaneously with each. It is difficult to have proximity to destinations
without a diverse land use mix and a denser residential and commercial environment which make
walking and bicycling possible. Density is generally measured as a function of people (residents)
or households or employees (for jobs housing ratio) per stated area such as a square mile
(Dunphy & Fisher, 1994).
Higher levels of density likely reduce trip lengths between destinations and therefore
serve to increase the possible use of alternate non motorized modes of transportation such as
walking and bicycling, and transit, while also reducing the necessity of owning an automobile
(Frank & Pivo, 1995). For non motorized travel to be contemplated, proximity and connectivity
are necessary, and in addition to these, the aesthetic nature of the path to a destination needs to
safe and interesting. Perception of distance when walking and to a lesser extent when bicycling,
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due to the faster speed, is influenced by the level of interest within the context of the particular
roadway. Roadways with featureless horizons and less interesting to the pedestrian and as such
the perception of distance is greater (Gehl, 1987). Walking or bicycling in environments that are
rich in physical detail, such as having the buildings pulled close to the sidewalk or walking in a
park with nice tree shade canopies and perhaps a lake and seeing others out and about, serve to
reduce the perception of distance and thus may increase one’s propensity to walk to a
destination. A community may have a higher level of land use mix and proximity, but the finer
grain details matter as well as it pertains to the decision to engage or not to engage in non
motorized travel. The nature of the individual transportation pathways – the streetscape, is a very
important determinant as well in the decision making process. The nature and quality of the built
environment contiguous to the street and how it interacts with the street is a multi dimensional
space environment (Gutman, 1986).
Findings from the 1999 Puget Sound Activity Survey found that the decision making
process to engage in non motorized travel is directly related to the number and diversity of retail
and commercial land uses that are located within the context of the community and less of a
function of the particular amount of retail and/or commercial uses (Frank, et al., 2002). Walking
for non-motorized transportation, and in particular, non work NMT, findings indicated a high
correlation with the number of retail/commercial establishments (restaurants, grocery stores,
drug stores, recreation centers, office buildings, etc.) that are located within a quarter mile of
one’s residence (Frank, et al., 2002). Craig and others found that neighborhoods which scored
high in terms subjectively rated attributes (by residents) conceptualized as “visual aesthetics”,
“social dynamics” and “complexity of stimulus”, were associated with greater levels of non
motorized transportation by residents, in particular walking to work (Craig, et al., 2002). As
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such, not only are structural design elements as land use mix and density important in enabling
opportunities for walking and bicycling, but other less tangible elements as noted in the
aforementioned conceptualized terms. The phenomenon of “social dynamics” addresses the
amount of observed engagement in the public realm – moving about, sitting or standing (Craig,
et al., 2002). This particular concept is gleaned in the proposed Healthy Communities
Engagement construct via two observable variables.
Attitudes and ingrained behavioral habits play a large role in decisions whether or not to
interact socially or engage in physical activity, but the nature of the environmental also plays a
role. Frank (1995) asserts that although a particular environment may be particularly well suited
for utilitarian trips via walking or bicycling, most of these trips, even if less than a quarter mile,
are accomplished by the automobile. Furthermore, Untermann (1990) suggests that the average
U.S. citizen is unwilling to walk even a quarter mile for destination trips and the maximum
distance that the he identified was approximately 400 feet. Untermann found that about forty
percent of his research sample was willing to walk about 800 feet, which is more than two
football fields long and only ten percent of the sample was willing to walk a distance greater than
one half mile.
Ewing et al. (2003) found that areas with the greatest sprawl had a twelve percent
additional probability of outdoor leisure time physical activity, but a lower probability of non
motorized transport. However working at a regional scale poses challenges to ascertain the
particular responsibility of the built environment itself. To classify development patterns which
are less dense as sprawl may be accurate, but communities of higher density with destinations
included within, may also be sprawl, as this term has more to do with geographical locale. This
research was pursued at a finer grain community level scale.
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There is a strong ardent behavioral inclination towards driving versus walking or
bicycling by U.S. citizens in general. There are many factors that may account for this including
environments that do not facilitate opportunities for non motorized travel, ingrained habits,
safety concerns, weather, geography, time constraints, the need for a vehicle in order to transport
goods, amongst others. The research herein posits the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct, which combines the perception of the resident as to the proximity of
destinations within walking or bicycling distance with their potential inclination to follow
through and travel to destinations via non motorized active travel. The exploratory empirical
analysis supports the uses of this two dimensional construct.
The decision to walk, ride a bicycle or drive an automobile may have more to do with
time constraints associated with modes of travel versus the built environment (Hupkes, 1982).
People tend to have a fixed amount of time per day that they are willing to devote to travel
(Hupkes) and as such if they live in an area with low proximity, especially to their place of
employment, thus requiring a longer automobile commute time, they may be less apt to engage
in non motorized travel for errands or shopping as their daily travel time allotment is largely
spent with their work commute. Residents who live in traditional neighborhood environments
that embody mixed land use and proximity may self select or chose to live in these environments
because they want to be able to walk or bicycle to destinations, as well as perhaps holding strong
sustainability type attitudes about the negative environmental effects of automobile driving
(Kitamura, et al., 1994). Most TCD developments do not have sufficient employment bases to
make a significant reduction in the number of work trips. Surprisingly, some research indicates
that auto use may in fact increase in TCD communities (Handy, 2004, Cervero, 1997).
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Exogenous Construct: “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”
Jacobs (1961) states that the provision of mixed land uses which can provide a diversity
of destinations within the neighborhood public realm will result in complimentary socializing
among the resident participants. Jacobs notes that a spontaneous “bumping into” of other
neighbors has a greater propensity of occurring in mixed use neighborhoods. She believed that
brief conversations with other residents are important in promoting a sense of trust and sense of
connection between residents. The notion that unplanned brief social encounters with other
residents, is one part of a two dimensional concept which is modeled as the Public Realm
Engagement construct as posited in this research. Jacobs and Putnam (2000) felt that this form of
unplanned interaction served to as a “weak tie” form of social capital, but also as perhaps a
“strong tie” form of social capital as well. When summed over time, these individual occurrences
of social contact or just a consistent observation of others in the community have been theorized
to foster public trust and respect (Leyden, 2003). However, the facilitation of weak tie social
capital within a neighborhood may not be require person to person social contact or interaction in
the public realm, but may only require an the observation of other residents out and about
walking or bicycling to provide a sense of confidence and trust in others who live in the
neighborhood.
It may be that the CSD designed product is very limited in its ability to foster social
interaction because a very limited outdoor a public realm that may not be anything more than
sidewalks in the community. However, if the CSD is a large scale master planned unit
development community, it probably contains park areas and sidewalks/trails that provide a
public realm, although it would not contain mixed use in the form of a retail/office town center
or main street. Promoters of New Urbanism state that it is important to have this retail
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component as it better enables the chance encounters noted by Jacobs (1961). Many master
planned CSD developments provide excellent pedestrian facilities, as well as parks and
recreation areas, which although perhaps to lesser degree, still provide a forum for public
engagement. It may be that the form of public realm engagement occurring in MP CSD is more
between the user and environment and perhaps with fellow walkers. Given that people in
contemporary society have so many opportunities through technology to socialize with others
who are not in geographic close proximity, perhaps neighborhood social capital as it has been
conceptualized in this research, has more to do with a general feeling that residents have about
other residents in their neighborhood, based upon casual observation, versus a deeper “strong
tie” form of social interaction and social capital that has not been conceptualized in this research.
During the post World War II period, public health research began to concentrate on
recreational and vigorous physical activity as the means to improve one’s health and maintain it.
Health experts advocated that people obtain at least twenty minutes of high intensity exercise per
day. However most Americans did not meet this guideline – it is estimated that approximately
5% of the population meet this guideline (CDC, 2001a). As such, in the 1980’s public health
experts began to question the emphasis on vigorous activity and began to look at more moderate
forms of physical activity such as walking and bicycling. Research from epidemiological studies
suggested that moderate forms of physical activity provided long and short term health benefits
and as such experts began to reconsider the emphasis on vigorous exercise as moderate forms are
easier for most people to engage in (Frank, et al., 2003). Additionally the moderate forms of
walking and bicycling can be incorporated into one’s daily life through utilitarian trips – non
motorized destination travel, provided the built environment enables such (Frank, et al, 2003).
Frank provided a simple model which defined relationships between physical activity, health and
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the built environment (Frank, et al.). Their model provided the basis for the research herein. As
such, health experts have looked at opportunities to promote moderate forms of physical activity.
The longest lasting form of promotion is through the provision of a built environment which
affords opportunities to engage in moderate forms of exercise, while also if possible, having the
ability to simultaneously accomplish another task, destination travel, provided destinations are
within a walking or bicycling proximity. Designing walking communities with a high level of
land use mix and proximity to destinations provide opportunities for those segments of society,
the elderly and disadvantaged that may not have the convenience or capability of participating in
vigorous exercise forms.
The Task Force for Community Preventive Services conducted a review of research that
addressed relationships between the built environment and outdoor physical activity and gleaned
that there was a consistent association between land use mix and proximity and individual levels
of outdoor physical activity (Heath, et al., 2006). As distance is an important consideration in
terms of the potential for non motorized travel, mixing of land uses and increased density
complement one another towards this endeavor. Southworth (1997) found that the mixing of
uses, in particular mixing retail/commercial with residential, which is indicative of traditional
neighborhoods, is an effective design implementation to facilitate greater non motorized travel.
Residents of traditional and conventional suburban neighborhoods reported similar levels of
overall physical activity; however residents of traditional neighborhoods tended to garnish more
of their daily physical activity as part of their daily routines via non motorized transportation –
walking and bicycling to destinations (Rodriguez, et al., 2006).
The design of the built environment can pose challenges to people with regard to forms
of outdoor physical activity such as walking and bicycling (Davidson & Lawson, 2006).
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Residents who live in built environments which enable pedestrian activity are more likely to
exercise on a regular basis (Heath, et al., 2006). The percentage of adults who met physical
activity threshold objectives was noted to be 15% higher in communities that had a sufficient
network of sidewalks (Reed, et al., 2006). Traditionally designed communities provide
advantages to children and senior adults. Survey respondents viewed this type of built
environment to be pedestrian friendly while providing safe opportunities for residents to walk or
bike to public transportation (Handy et al., 2008). Residents listed the following expectations
about living in a traditionally designed community, allowing children to walk to school, safe
opportunities for children to play, an environment which enables residents to walk or bike to
public transit and retail destinations, and an environment that enables seniors to maintain
independence with regard to access to destinations without a necessity of having an automobile
(Handy, et al.). The conventional suburban design tends to privatize a much greater percentage
of the land in each neighborhood through larger yards and smaller park areas. Architects such as
Schumacher believe that the large expansive front yards of suburban design serve to isolate the
home and its residents from the public realm of the street (Schumacher, 1986), thereby perhaps
reducing the amount of outdoor public engagement within a neighborhood.
Although there are a multitude of factors which may determine if it is possible to walk or
ride a bicycle to a destination, the factors which appear to have the greatest effect in this
determination are land use mix and proximity to destinations (Saelens, et al., 2003). The
concepts of proximity, land use mix and density go hand in glove as the greater number and
diversity of destinations within an area, the greater the proximity and thus probability of nonmotorized travel (Saelens, et al.). As noted, proximity is an important ingredient, but serves as a
general proxy in the decision making process for non- motorized travel. Connectivity reflects the
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nature of the available connection from a home to a destination and is indicative of the nature of
the transportation network – street networks which provide more direct routes to destinations
have a higher degree of connectivity (Saelens, et al.). As such, proximity and connectivity work
together as it pertains to non motorized travel. As it pertains to this concept of proximity, certain
types of transportation networks have greater degrees of connectivity. One particular type, the
grid network, is found to be associated with increased levels of walking and bicycling for non
motorized travel (Frank & Engelke, 2001). Residents of neighborhoods which are deemed as
pedestrian friendly/ highly walkable were found to take double the number of walking trips
compared with those who live neighborhoods which are deemed less pedestrian friendly, and this
difference is largely associated with non motorized travel either for errands and/or travel to place
of employment (Saelens, et al.).
Residents who live in neighborhoods which the transportation network is a grid travel to
destinations more often by foot (Greenwald & Boarnet, 2001). With regard to walking to nearby
retail areas, residents of more traditional forms of design tend to do so at a much higher
percentage than those residents of conventional suburban neighborhoods, 56% to 33% (Handy,
1996). An 11-year study which tracked residents as they moved from one location to another,
found that those who moved into more traditional forms of neighborhoods from more suburban
forms, tended to shift some of their destination oriented trips to non motorized transport –
walking and bicycling (Krizek, 2000). With regard to commuting to one’s place of employment,
a person has a greater likelihood of doing so if they reside in a city center, live close to a
diversity and quantity of destinations and have convenient access to public transportation
(Cervero, 1996).
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The design of the street network is a very important ingredient as most of the outdoor
physical activity (walking and bicycling) that occurs in a neighborhood takes place in the street
right of way (which includes the parkway area which contains sidewalks and possibly landscape
berms). The design of the individual streets and their aesthetic quality is also very important,
apart from the network design as a whole, and can encourage or discourage walking and
bicycling (Antupit, et al., 1996). Apart from its value at the finer grain context, land use mix is
relevant to the larger regional context in terms of the jobs-housing mix, which is a common
metric used to determine land use mix at the regional level (Apogee Research, 1998). Non
motorized pedestrian travel may be influenced by the finer grain transportation network – the
nature of the street itself – the quality of urban design within this realm (Southworth, 1997).
A minimum of thirty minutes per day of moderate and/or vigorous physical exercise is
recommended by health officials to assist with the maintenance of good health (Haskell, 2007).
Vigorous exercise is still considered very beneficial; however public health experts now also
advocate the incorporation of 30 minutes or more per day of moderate physical activity to
provide long term benefits (CDC, 2001b). However, according to the U.S. Centers of Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) by way of their 2005 national Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System survey, a minority of adults (49%) in the United States actually meet this
recommendation (CDC, 2005). Physical inactivity plays a role in many physical and mental
health issues and contributes to the present obesity epidemic in the United States
(USDHHS/CDC, 1996). Based upon a national study of metropolitan counties concluded that
residents who live more conventional suburban neighborhoods, typified by low density and less
walkability, and which are located in the outlying areas of a the metropolitan area (the word
“sprawl” is often used for this geographic location), are more likely to be overweight or have
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hypertension than residents of counties which have greater amounts of traditionally designed
neighborhoods (Ewing, et al., 2003). Physical inactivity is attributed to numerous physical and
emotional issues (USDHHS/ CDC, 1996).
The general decline in physical activity by U.S. adults may be largely attributable to the
decline in the amount of energy expenditure through transportation, work and household type
activities and resultant increasing sedentary lives with the advent of increased
computer/television and automobile usage (Brownson, et al., 2005). Although the decision to
engage in physical activity is a personal choice, the role of the nature of the built environment in
evaluating whether to walk or bike outdoors plays a role (Sallis, et al., 2006). Trends which show
that adults are getting less physical activity may be indicative of firmly established by personal
habits which cannot be reversed overnight, but making the built environment more pedestrian
friendly may enable outdoor physical activity and thus possibly foster changes in personal habits
over time (TRB SR282, 2005). There are two major classifications of barriers which may inhibit
one’s ability to engage in outdoor physical activity, personal and environmental (Sallis & Owen,
1999). There is opinion that the potential impact of policies directed towards reducing
environmental barriers may have potentially greater outcomes versus those policies which are
aimed at changing individual behavior (Schmid, et al., 1995).
Using accelerometers to gauge physical activity, data from residents in Atlanta revealed
that 37 percent of the residents who lived in more traditional neighborhood environments met
physical activity objective guidelines, whereas only 18% of those who lived in communities with
poor facilities for walking met minimum physical activity guidelines (Frank, et al., 2005).
Residents who live in counties (67 North Carolina counties) as surveyed that are generalized to
be less physically active, were viewed to be 50% less likely to use non motorized transportation
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(walking or bicycling) than those residents who live in more active counties (Aytur, et al., 2007).
Engaging in non motorized transportation (walking and bicycling) has been associated with
lower weight in middle aged men, as well as less propensity for weight gain, regardless of
whether or not they engaged in more vigorous forms of exercise (Wagner, et al., 2001).

Endogenous Construct: “Neighborhood Social Capital”
The third tier construct posited in this research’s structural model is neighborhood social
capital. Some scholars believe that the social capital concept extends beyond the meso-level of
traditional communities and known social networks and into national and regional culture. In the
contemporary academic world, Harvard professor Robert Putnam put the concept of social
capital on the academic map in a profound way with his ground breaking study called “Making
Democracy Work (Putnam, 1993) in which he compared different regions of Italy in an attempt
to explain what made some regional governments more effective than others. Putnam found that
the differential effectiveness of the regional governments - their ability to take quick action and
the efficiency with which they worked was not correlated with the size of their budgets or policy
frameworks, but he concluded that the critical factor associated with the relative effectiveness of
one government over another. Putnam felt that the concept of social capital embodies the
connections and networks between people, while defining their norms of reciprocity and trust
(Putnam R, 2000). Much confusion has occurred in the social capital literature due to the use of
an array of different definitions. Many critics have argued for better conceptualization of the sub
components of social capital (Portes, 1998, Anheier & Kendall, 2002, Nuissl, 2002). However
significant progress has been made with regard to components that are generally accepted as
what constitutes the latent construct of social capital, those components are networks, sanctions
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and cluster of norms, values and expectations (Putnam, 2000). The first one, social networks are
fostered by knowing one’s neighborhood and perhaps the exchange of emotional and material
support. The network may be also characterized by its density which refers to the number of
people that know each other, as well as closure, which addresses the amount of intra community
links - those exchanged internal to the community, between individual community participants
versus inter community links - those exchanges between members of differently defined
communities - either based upon geographic boundaries or some other form such as cultural or
ethnic.
The second component is social norms, which are the rules, values and expectancies that
characterize the community members and the third component is sanctions, which are not just
formal in nature, as with the case of specific punishments for certain acts, but also very informal
and nonetheless very effective in maintaining social norms. Researchers have gradually
converged on a lean and mean definition of social capital that focuses on the social networks and
the associated norms of reciprocity (Putnam, 2000). Additionally researchers have increasingly
recognized that that social capital is not a single, one-dimensional variable, but in fact there are
many forms of social capital and different forms of social capital have the propensity to produce
different outcomes. Putnam felt that social capital is essentially manifested through the attitudes
of people as they relate to others, as well as tangible evidence of in place social networks, such
as membership in a community group or participation in the homeowner association meetings.
Putnam identified two specific parts of social capital, bonding social capital, which provides
strengthening between existing homogenous groups – a facilitation of solidarity through
reciprocity, and bridging social capital, which is more outward looking in that it attempts to
facilitate new networks, perhaps with others that are not germane to one’s own socio-economic,
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racial or cultural group. Putnam further teases apart this concept by distinguishing between thick
and thin trust social capital, defining thin trust in terms of a general trust one may have with
others in the neighborhood based upon a general sense perhaps through observation. There may
be little, if any, contact or personal knowledge of the others, yet this thin trust may be quite
sturdy. Whereas thick trust social capital is reliant upon a deeper integration with others –
personal relationships that have some form of frequency. The neighborhood social capital
construct used in this research is primarily a thin trust / bonding form of social capital. Due to
limitations with regard to the length of the survey instrument, a construct which measured a thick
trust and/or a bridging neighborhood social capital was unfortunately not possible. This would
have been advantageous to decipher the different forms of social capital as the nature of the built
environment, in particular land use mix and proximity, may have a greater influence on a thicker
form of social capital as opposed to a thinner form of neighborhood social capital, which may
not be significantly influenced by land use mix and proximity.
Social Capital is viewed as a critical ingredient towards the development of prosperity
(Fukuyama, 1995). Several approaches may be used to gauge social capital (Lochner, et al.
1999). Putnam (2000) asserts that social capital refers to social connections and the attendant
norms and trust and that features of social life, the norms, networks and trust enable participants
to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives. The term social capital is used to
address something associated with community, social fabric and /or civil society. It loosely refers
to how people are connected with one another. The existence of social capital as a whole has
many benefits for the individuals that live within the community and as such enable the
community as a whole to accomplish objectives that are not possible with individual initiated
actions. With the sufficient supply of social capital, individuals can negotiate interaction without
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the burden of executing legal formalities in writing - they may agree based upon trust and a
knowing of the other participants involved in transactions. This saves considerable time and
energy and enables the substantive component of the exchange to be completed within a context
of understanding and satisfaction (Putnam, 2000). This so-called market can only be sustained
because of the closeness and thus trustworthiness amongst community participants. Social capital
is valued for its ability to facilitate individual and community action and solve collectively
challenges that may face communities. Additionally social capital is intangible resource that may
be converted to other forms of capital of more tangible nature. Capital in general is any form of
material wealth used or available for use, in the production of more wealth. Social connections
provide assistance to the solution of collective action problems and serve to counter balance the
dangers of individualism. Adam Smith also drew attention to the importance of mutual
sympathy, networks and values in the sustaining of financial markets (Bruni & Sugden, 2000).
However, economists have generally not shown great interest in the role of social networks and
the norms in economic life.
Social ties seem to be particularly important for men from a health / mortality perspective
as few social contacts for men have been associated with mortality due to cardiovascular disease,
stroke and suicide (Kawachi, et al., 1996). Kawachi’s research concluded that social capital is
associated with longer life span (Kwachi, et al., 1997). The social environment is partitioned into
two categories, structural attributes and social support. Structural features address the number
and types of relationships that people have with one another, often referred to as the density of
relationships. Social support deals with the nature of relationships and their emotional depth.
(Seeman & Crimmins, 2001) Social relationships affect the level and form of social capital. If
relationships among members is characterized by greater depth of involvement and support, then
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the neighborhood social capital, which is a term used to describe a feature of a community (large
or smaller context), may likewise exhibit a deeper well of capital.
Social Capital may be measured by attitudes about others, or through participation in
organizations through characteristics associated with the individual such as number of children in
the household. (Hawe, 2000) The approach that this research utilized was solely the
measurement of resident attitudes. A more comprehensive approach would be to combine this
with information regarding neighborhood organization participation and characteristics of
resident households. The construct used in this research was limited to the most foundational
form of neighborhood social capital gleaned for attitudinal responses by residents. A wide range
of participation type indicators, which may be more indicative of a form of social capital that is
more specific to the neighborhood context than a larger social capital context based upon metrics
such as citizen participation in political parties and voting and membership in national and local
organizations. Neighborhood social capital is viewed as a healthy community asset. Social
bonding is considered important for good emotional health, whereas loneliness and isolation are
considered damaging (Broadhead, et al., 1983). This research identifies an empirical construct
for neighborhood social capital and labels it as a healthy community construct. Veenstra (2000)
formulated a social capital index for particular geographical areas based upon metrics of voter
turnout, the number of organizations and the amount of participation in those organizations.
Veenstra’s research also found an association between social capital, in terms of a construct
using the aforementioned metrics, and age adjusted mortality. However in subsequent research,
Veenstra did not find an association between social capital and health. The largest predictors
with health were education, income, church attendance and enjoying good relationships at one’s
place of employment (Veenstra, 2000).
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Orth-Gomer (1993) found that men with less emotional support from close friends and
family and less support provided by an extended network such as organizations were more likely
to develop coronary artery disease and this effect was found to be stronger than for any other
potential predictor studied, other than smoking cigarettes (Orth-Gomer ,et al., 1993). Blumenthal
et al. (1987) found that people with greater levels of social support have a reduced incidence of
coronary artery disease versus those people that experience higher levels of social isolation. Men
seem to have a greater association between cardiovascular health and social integration than
women (Brezinka & Kittel, 1996). Social capital via social integration/relationships is associated
with higher levels of in the immune, cardiovascular and neuroendocrine functions (McEwen &
Seeman, 1999).
Social Scientists have studied the ways in which people congregate together and have
endeavored to identify what is central to community psychology. They often refer to this as
“sense of community”, which implies a feeling of belonging and shared faith in others, a trust in
the group as a whole, a feeling that communal needs may be resolved through a combined
connection with the other participants (McMillan & Chavis, 1986). Human ecologists and
socialists have drawn a difference between communities of place, such as the physical built
environment – the neighborhood, versus communities of interest, such as special interest,
religious or professional type affiliations (Glynn, 1981). Organizations which provide
opportunities for their members to pursue private objectives within the context of a voluntary,
purposeful, greater common good objective are thought to assist in building good citizenship
skills which translate into a civil society (Edwards, et al., 2001).
Freeman (2001) found that automobile dependence (for access to destinations and
commuting to work) and a core feature of suburban sprawl development is associated with lower
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levels of social capital, after controlling for socio demographic variables and time of residence
(Freeman, 2001). Scaff (1952) found that residents who lived in suburban neighborhoods and
had substantial distances to commute participated less in voluntary organizations than those
residents who lived in communities and regions which availed closer commutes to employment
centers. Nasar and Julian (1995) devised a research design which hypothesized that increased
land use mix could perhaps lead to greater levels of outdoor physical activity engagement and
thus a greater sense of community by residents. Using their conceptualization of the abstract
concept of sense of community, they found that single use conventional suburban type
neighborhoods did have lower levels of sense of community than the more traditionally designed
neighborhoods. Ewing (1997) believes that a feeling of a sense of community is not as prevalent
in conventional suburban neighborhoods compared with more traditional neighborhoods.
Skjaeveland and Garling (1997) found that “neighboring” as conceptualized by variables of
neighborhood attachment, neighborhood annoyance, supportive acts of neighboring and social
ties, was associated with particular elements of the built environment, a comfortable but not too
great of residential density, open places such as parks, front porches, gardens and recreation
fields, and well designed and quality public realms. Levittown (New Jersey) was one of the first
large scale suburban developments utilizing mass production methods for residential housing.
Americans flocked to the suburbs in a wave of postwar suburbanization and where attracted not
only to the affordable housing and available financing, but also to the marketing campaigns
which sold sense of community and civic engagement (Gans, 1967). Plas and Lewis (1996)
conducted extensive research in the New Urbanist town of Seaside, Florida and hypothesized
that traditional town design could influence “sense of community”. Although they acknowledged
that Seaside has a substantial seasonal population and is more of a resort community, they found
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strong support for the effect of the nature of the built environment on sense of community (Plas
& Lewis).
Jacobs (1961) focused upon the informal version of social interaction, the type that may
consist of bumping into a person at a coffee shop and striking up a conversation or walking by an
acquaintance on the sidewalk while perusing window displays of retail shops located on a
community Main Street. Jacobs felt that the nature of built environment had a lot to do with
whether or not this form of interaction occurred and the depth in which it could go. She
distinguished this form of engagement with other formal forms of engagement and felt that there
was something special and valuable about this type of encounter with other members of the
neighborhood. (Jacobs, 1993) Perhaps this form of engagement provides a greater opportunity
for a thicker stronger bond of social capital, while also perhaps enabling a bridging social capital,
where other people of greater or lesser economic strata or different racial or cultural origins are
drawn into an environment through its retail or park destination components and presented with
opportunities to engage with others unbeknownst to them. A more formal planned type of social
interaction may involve people who are similar to one another which provide only an
environment for bonding social capital. Suburban single use neighborhoods typically do not
provide retail/commercial destinations which afford opportunities for informal social gathering.
Oldenburg (1989) labels places which provide for spontaneous social gathering and substantive
social discourse over a cup of coffee or a beer, as “great good places”. He believes that these
great good places – coffee shops, pubs, libraries, bookstores, etc., provide hangouts for neighbors
to bump into one other and in doing so, and develop connections. Perhaps this form of informal,
but neighborhood placed social integration facilitates the deeper bonding and even bridging form
of social capital discussed by Putnam (Putnam, 2000).
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“Self Selection” Grouping Variable
TCD developments may provide these opportunities better than CSD developments, so it
is theorized that the populations living in TCD developments have an existing proclivity towards
activity and exercise since they have self selected these communities. Therefore it is unclear
whether the actual built environment has any affect in actually changing human behavior, and if
it does, by how much? (Handy, 2004, 2005, 2006) And if it is possible to change behavior
through the built environment, then what are the specific items within the TCD built
environment that have the greatest potential to affect behavioral change? Without some form of
control for the self selection factor, research may only be measuring residents’ attitudes and
perceptions and not indicative of the role that the physical environment may play. Handy (2006)
notes that people who like to be active in the form of walking and bicycling will tend to choose
to live in communities which enable these forms of physical activity.
Studies have shown that individual values and attitudes play a significant role in one’s
personal travel behavior and whether they chose to use non motorized transportation or not
(Kitamura, et al., 1994). The self selection theory necessitates that residents in fact are able to
chose where they prefer to live, however this may not be the case. It is possible that a perfect
housing market does not exist and the available traditional neighborhood market is undersupplied
and therefore choice is not absolute and many people cannot find housing in the environments
that they prefer and/or able to afford (Frank, et al., 2003) If the market is undersupplied in a
particular region with traditional pedestrian friendly communities, market expression is deterred
(Levine, 1999). The evidence suggests that there is a sizeable gap between supply and demand
pertaining to affordable traditional pedestrian friendly neighborhood product (Levine).
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The larger ecological question is, does selection of residence, based upon personal innate
attitudes and preferences, precede outcome variables such as outdoor physical activity and social
interaction. In other words, are the noted outcome variables primarily a result of personal
attitudes and preferences or are the outcomes more attributable to the built environment?
Establishing any form of causality typically requires a longitudinal type design (Handy et al.,
2006). However, even with this methodology, a spurious variable – the concept of “selfselection”, should be addressed. People who like to be active – walk and bike in the community
in which they live will likely choose to live in communities that provide this opportunity,
provided the market provides an ample supply. TND developments may provide these
opportunities better than CSD developments, so it is theorized that the populations living in TND
developments have an existing proclivity towards activity and exercise since they have self
selected these communities. Therefore it is unclear whether the actual built environment has any
affect in actually changing human behavior, and if it does, by how much? And if it is possible to
change behavior through the built environment, then what are the specific items within the TND
built environment have the greatest potential to affect behavioral change? Without some form of
control for the self selection factor, research may only be measuring residents’ attitudes and
perceptions and not be indicative of the role that the physical environment may play.
There are several ways to try to isolate and control for the “self selection” concept
(Handy et al., 2004). One way, although not practical because of the time and cost associated
with it, would be to employ a longitudinal prospective panel study over a sufficient period of
time, perhaps ten years, and follow individuals as they may relocate residential locations,
perhaps from a conventional built environment (CSD) to more of a traditional environment
(TND). A profile of each individual would be developed and since causation is only
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scientifically possible provided an experimental design is utilized; a random sample would
necessitate a fairly large sample in order to capture an adequate number of samples within
existing TND communities. These individuals would be tracked over an adequate period of time
to capture a reasonable number of individuals moving from one neighborhood to another. The
primary interest would be on those individuals who exhibit attitudes which don’t reflect an innate
desire to walk or exercise and who move from a conventional community environment to a
traditional neighborhood. Those who don’t move and those who move from a conventional
neighborhood to another conventional neighborhood would serve as the control groups.
The primary research interest is to observe through the longitudinal data, a change in the
level of physical activity levels of those who move from a conventional designed neighborhood
to a traditionally designed neighborhood and who have registered a consistent moderate to poor
interest in outdoor physical activity prior to moving to the TCD neighborhood. If their level of
physical activity increases –either through destination travel or recreation travel – walking or
biking for pleasure, then controlling for other potential spurious variables, perhaps a case may be
made for causation provided the experimental design was tightly controlled (Handy, 2004). This
type of study would be very challenging since there is not an abundance of TCD product and the
chances of having a representative and sufficient sample of people relocating residences from a
conventional neighborhood to a traditional neighborhood is low, notwithstanding the enormous
cost and long time frame necessary to engage such a study (Handy, et al., 2006).
Alternately a retrospective design may be employed where existing residences in an TCD
development would be surveyed with similar questions as noted in the research designed noted
above, however the residents would have to rely on their memory of what their perspective was,
prior to moving, with regard to physical activity (Handy, et al., 2006). This may give rise to
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validity difficulties. Additionally, this study would be cross sectional in nature and therefore not
have the ability to assert causation. Another way of trying to get at the issue of “self selection” is
to measure individual’s perceptions and feelings about their choice to move to their
neighborhood based upon outdoor physical activity opportunities and social interaction
opportunities and then using these variables as stratification groupings within structural equation
modeling as control. This is what this research has pursued.

Summary
This research may assist in the guidance of future land use policy decisions in Central
Florida. Although the present economy has substantially slowed growth in the Central Florida
region, development interests continue to master plan future development in order to have
approved plans in place and poised to go should the economic cycle runs its course and market
demand and financing return. If empirical based research supports the notion that developing
with a higher level of land use mix and proximity of destinations produce healthier communities
as conceptualized by models posited in this research, this should be of keen interest to policy
makers.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
This chapter explains the analytical methods used for the study of the confirmatory
analysis of the relationships posited with three constructs, “propensity for outdoor public realm
engagement”, “experience of outdoor public realm engagement” and “neighborhood social
capital”. The research design, unit of analysis, study sample, data sources, data collection and
instrumentation, study variables, and modeling are described in this chapter. Statistical methods
of cross tab analysis and structural equation modeling are thoroughly explained.

Research Design
The purpose of the study is to develop and test a model for explaining the structural
relationships among the land use mix metric variable and the three posited constructs,
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”, “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” and “Neighborhood Social Capital”. The covariance model determines paths of
potential causation, direction, and the strength of relationships between constructs. In particular,
the modeling determines 1) the direct effects of the land use mix metric upon “propensity for
outdoor realm engagement”, 2) the direct effect of “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” on “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”, 3) the direct effect of
“Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” upon “Neighborhood Social Capital”, along
with the indirect effects of the constructs in the model that are not stipulated as direct effects.
Determining measurement models for the constructs and determining potential causal
relationships in diagram format are the primary objectives of this study.
The study uses a cross sectional design. The data are collected at one instance in time.
The study employs structural equation modeling to analyze the hypothesized relationships
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previously discussed. Structural equation modeling is a rigorous tool to validate the theoretically
assumed structure of exogenous and endogenous variables used in a study (Wan, 2002).
This research seeks to better understand community social capital and physical activity
outcomes within a sampling frame of respondents whose residential location is within a
community whose design pattern is indicative of a higher level of land use mix and proximity
(HLUMPOD), which is consistent with traditional community design (TCD) principles, or
within a community whose design pattern is indicative of a lower level of land use mix and
proximity (LLUMPOD), indicative of conventional suburban design (CSD) principles. Examples
of master planned CSD designed communities in Central Florida are Hunters Creek, Tuskawilla,
Carillon or Waterford Lakes. CSD designed communities are typically single use – residential
only. The separation between the residential use and retail/office land uses often results in
substantial distances between them which typically rules out the possibility of non motorized
travel and requires motorized automobile transportation. Examples of newer TCD communities
in Central Florida are Celebration, Baldwin Park and Avalon Park. Certainly older historic
downtown areas such as Winter Garden, Winter Park, and downtown Orlando communities of
Eola Heights and Thornton Park may also be classified as TCD communities.

Unit of Analysis and Study Sample
The unit of analysis is the individual resident. The sampling frame for this research
consisted of members of the Florida American Planning Association (FAPA) who reside in the
state of Florida. At the time of this writing, there are currently 2809 members in the FAPA. The
random sample of 1065 members yielded 360 fully completed surveys for a net response rate of
33.8%.
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Although the research involves a probability sample and therefore may utilize inferential
statistical analysis, this research is not an experimental design as it was not possible to form an
experimental group exposed to different levels of land use mix and a control group. As residents
live in their homes, it is not possible to uproot them for the sake of an experiment and move them
to a different controlled location indicative of higher and lower levels of land use mix and then
proceed to measure behavioral changes. This form of research therefore does not lend itself to a
true experimental method and is instead of a quasi-experimental design nature which has
limitations with its inference ability. The intent of this research is not to generalize to a specific
population in a particular community, but to better understand the role that specific land use mix
built environment fabrics and associated perceptual orientations may have on the noted outcome
constructs, while controlling for other potential influences, such as time of residence, self
selection for social interactions reasons, socio demographic and gender variables. Although the
land use mix fabric is a “higher elevation” fabric – the latent constructs and the structural model
are defined at the community level, as this is the level in which as utilitarian walking and
bicycling generally occur – within one’s own neighborhood or community at a distance of
generally of less than one mile for walking and perhaps two miles for bicycling.
This community based research calls for primary data retrieval with the unit of analysis
being knowledge based workers who reside in numerous different forms of geospatial areas
(communities), which exhibit particular land use and urban design fabrics, which serve as control
variables in the proposed models. Apart from the many personal influences, there are numerous
influences and factors within the built environment of the communities themselves, as well as
from one community to the next, that may affect behavioral outcomes, such as physical activity
and social interaction. There are numerous differences between the physical landscapes of
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communities. The common denominator of land use mix as a metric variable provides the
researcher with the ability to transcend the numerous finer grain urban design and architectural
variables within each community that would difficult to model within an ecological framework
because of their sheer quantity.
This research yielded 161 full responses from residents in HLUMPOD neighborhoods
(44.7%) and 199 full responses from residents in LLUMPOD neighborhoods (55.3%). A
minimum sample size of N=230 was determined to be necessary based upon a generalized rule
of thumb of three samples per model path in order to provide ample statistical power to the
analysis. A larger sample size was obtained (N=360), which provided a more robust level of
statistical power to the model and minimized the potential for Type II statistical error, while also
serving to minimize potential effects from univariate non normality concerns. As most of the
variables were organized as Likert scale (1-4) responses and as the nature of several of the
variables indicated a strong inclination by respondents towards one or two of the four available
responses, achieving normality within a critical skewness range of zero (0) to 1.96 (.01 level) or
2.58 (.05 level) was difficult for several of the variables. Natural log and square root
transformations were utilized, which provide normal distributions for ten of the thirteen
observable variables.
The use of the FAPA data base provided an excellent Knowledge Based Worker sample
with a strong Creative Class sub component as members of FAPA are composed of a large
majority of persons who hold undergraduate and graduate college degrees. This sample is
strongly homogeneous in terms of classification of socio-economic class. All of the respondents
are members of the Knowledge Based class by virtue of their education and profession. This
sample consists of respondents whose professions are considered creative – professions of urban
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planning, civil engineering, architecture, landscape architecture, law, and business. Other socioeconomic classes not included in this research are the Service and Working classes. This
research has stratified the sample into those individuals who are under 40 years of age and
therefore generally in the demographic Generation Y/ Generation X classification and those
individuals over the age of 40 who are generally in the Baby Boomer / Greatest Generation
Classification. As the membership of FAPA is composed of virtually 100% professionals who
have a high level of education, whose professions are to some extent “creative” (Florida 2002),
the data base has allowed for a stratified analysis of these two groupings via multiple group
analysis structural equation modeling. This is an advantageous perk of having this data as Florida
(2002) theorizes that Knowledge base workers in general, and to a greater extent the younger
Generation Y/X stratification, seek out environments that allow greater freedom and creativity,
which includes more urban environments which enable active travel and public realm social
interaction. Florida’s discussion appears to indicate that the Generation Y/X group is perhaps
more creative and thus may gravitate to built environments which are pedestrian friendly, mixed
use and providing a wide array of destinations. Knowledge worker Gen Y/X individuals are
referred to as Creative Class Individuals and they tend to be younger professionals with fewer
children and their social profile is geared more towards recreation and consumption concerns
(Florida). The characteristics of their desired social environment tend to avail flexible work
hours, vibrant nightlife, diverse art scene, offerings of varieties of festivals, concerts and
performances, presence of third places (pubs, coffee shops…hangouts in general) and possibly
the presence of a university or college that provides an educational resource (Florida). Specific
characteristics of creative class individuals tend be, highly educated, progression in the elite
sectors of the post industrial knowledge based economy, creative problem solvers,
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unconventional and highly supportive of individuality and diversity, utilize outdoor recreational
activities on a regular basis, continue to live this way as they age, unafraid to take chances and
gravitate towards built environment settings which allow creative individualism and provide
opportunities for them to shape their identities (Florida).
Cities want to attract these creative class individuals as a place they want to live, work
and play by creating an attractive, vibrant, diverse place to live (Florida 2002). Although not the
primary endeavor of this research, a sideline pursuit in the form of grouping control variable is
utilized to determine if there is support for Florida’s notion that Creative Class individuals seek
out built environments which are more traditional in design. To the extent that these
environments match this research’s land use mix and proximity of destination metric variable, a
glimpse of the accuracy of this may be gleaned. Additionally, this research has relevance to
initiatives in Central Florida such as the City of Orlando’s proposed Creative Village and
Medical City / Lake Nona South development.
The Human Capital theory of regional development posits that economic growth is a
regional outcome and that people are the motor force behind regional growth. The key to the
human capital theory is endowments of highly educated people – a clustering of these people in a
geographical local. Florida (2002) believes that creative class people choose where to live based
upon many environmental and policy variables and those companies in turn follow people. The
old model was that human intelligence clustered around major industrial employers, but with
most of the major manufacturers now overseas, the workers have the a greater say in where they
would like to live and work. As such, communities of place are now much more important – and
where human intelligence clusters in accordance with human capital theory, then economic
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development will follow and wealth accumulates. Jacobs (1961) said that it was imperative for
cities and new forms of development to be attractive to highly educated workers.

Data Sources
FAPA members were contacted via email and presented with a flyer presented within the
body of the email (reference Appendix A). The flyer contained a hyperlink to an electronic
survey which was facilitated through the use of services provided by SurveyMonkey.com. The
survey instrument is attached (reference Appendix A). The metric variable data for the land use
mix was obtained from Walkscore.com, using the general residence location information as
provided by the survey respondent.

Variable Identification
The variables that were utilized in this study are conceptualized and classified as
exogenous and endogenous variable constructs. The two Public Realm constructs are classified
as exogenous constructs as they also influence other constructs, whereas the “neighborhood
social capital” construct is classified as an endogenous construct as it is only influenced by other
constructs and does not exert an influence another construct. Discussion of the conceptualization
of the constructs occurred in the previous chapter. Table 1 provides a detailed summary of each
of the observable variables that were used in each of the constructs.
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Table 1: Definitions of Observable Variables as Factored into each of the Three Model Constructs
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Variable Name

Neighborhood Level of Perceived Proximity of Destinations (Retail and Activity Centers) and Resident Inclination to
access these by walking or bicycling (non motorized transport – “NMT”)

Variable Phenomenon

pcpk_lg

There are parks and rec ctrs that I consider close enough to ride my bicycle to

Perceptual of B.E. - proximity of destinations for Active Travel

pcsc_rt

There are retail centers and restaurants that I consider close enough to ride my bicycle to

Perceptual of B.E. - proximity of destinations for Active Travel

papr2_rt

The typical # of hrs/wk that I travel to a destination by either walking or riding my bicycle

painhb_3

What is the furthest distance you would be willing to ride a bicycle to a destination

Inclination for Active Travel within the context of the Perception of the
B.E. - proximity of destinations
Inclination/Attitudinal for Active Travel within the context of the
Perception of the B.E. - proximity of destinations

Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Variable Name
pccvr_rt

Neighborhood Level of Outdoor Physical Activity and Social Engagement within the Public Realm
When I am out and about in my neighborhood walking or riding my bike, I seem to run into people that I know or I meet
new people

pals#2

The typical # of hrs / wk that I engage in outdoor physical activity within my neighborhood for exercise, leisure, or for non
motorized travel

scpr_rt

The # of hrs/wk that I sit on my front porch

pcpl_rt

When I am outside in my neighborhood, I generally notice a good number of people walking and riding their bicycles

Variable Phenomenon
Participatory Active Engagement/O.D.P.A. (walking, riding bicycle) +
social engagement
Participatory Active Engagement/O.D.P.A. (Active Travel - NMT, leisure,
exercise)
Participatory Passive Engagement with the Public Realm
Observational Engagement - O.D.P.A./walking and bicycling

Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Variable Name
scser_rt
scrch_rt
socfr_rt
socfl_rt
socin_rt

Neighborhood Level of Social Trust, Networks and Sense of Community
If a significant challenge were to arise, people in this neighborhood would come together to resolve the issue
People in this neighborhood would reach out in a time of need….
I often socialize with others who live in my neighborhood
I feel a strong sense of community in this neighborhood
I feel I have influence regarding neighborhood decisions
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Variable Phenomenon
Experiential/Attitudinal
Experiential/Attitudinal
Experiential/Attitudinal
Experiential/Attitudinal
Experiential/Attitudinal

Univariate and Correlation Analysis
The univariate analysis consists of descriptive statistics for each of the variables used in
the constructs and the variables used for stratification purposes. As the multivariate analysis
assumes a normal distribution of variables, the descriptive statistics provided include frequency,
mean, standard deviation and normality tests. Skewed variables were transformed using either
log or square root transformations to improve performance. Eleven out of the thirteen variables
used in the constructs were transformed. Ten out of thirteen variables meet normality
requirements with the transformations. Two of the thirteen variables remained substantially non
normal, however their r square values were not major contributors to the particular construct in
which they were loaded.
As a matter of general protocol, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) makes two
assumptions with regard to the nature of the data. They are, 1) the data is continuous scale and 2)
have a multivariate normal distributions. Maximum Likelihood Theory and Normal Theory both
require that the data be continuous and multivariate normal (Byrne, 2001). However, in practice,
departures by researchers from these requirements seem to be the norm (Byrne). With regard to
the continuous scale requirement, Byrne states that there is ample evidence that the issue of
distribution normality is often blatantly ignored by most researchers. A review of SEM
applications over the last fifteen years reveals that the majority of research designs using SEM
models also utilized Likert scaled categorical level data (Byrne). Additionally, subsequent
research regarding the noted protocol has been pursued and researchers have found that
depending upon the context of violations associated with these assumptions, unfavorable
outcomes may result. Despite the general protocol as noted, Byrne supports the use of categorical
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data, but with three restrictions, which are, 1) a sufficiently large sample is necessary, 2) the
model uses a limited number of observable variables, typically specified as less than twenty five,
and 3) there is a strong assumption underlying each categorical observable variable that there is
an associated unobserved latent construct counterpart which has a continuous scale which is
normally distributed (Byrne). The research advanced herein meets the aforementioned items 1
and 2 and a strong case can be made that it also meets item 3 based upon the excellent absolute
and relative model fit statistics for each of the constructs, although this cannot be absolutely
verified as it pertains to a hypothetical unobservable phenomenon or construct.
It behooves the researcher to know the risks associated with using categorical data with
SEM applications. There may be sufficient support for treating categorical variables as if they
were continuous and correct the test statistic, rather than to use a different mode of estimation.
Researchers have found that the Pearson correlation tends to be higher between two continuous
variables versus when computed for the same two variables in a categorical scale. The greatest
risk of attenuation due to the use of categorical variables occurs when the observable variables
have less than five categories and there is a high level of skewness. This may be made worse if
there is skewness in opposite directions (Byrne, 2001). However, when the categorical variables
approach a normal distribution, the number of categories has little effect on the chi square
likelihood test of model fit (Byrne).
If the skewness increases, in particular skewness in opposite directions, researchers have
found that this may lead to inflated Chi Square Likelihood Model Fit test statistics (chi square
statistic and Probability), “inflated” meaning in this context of Chi Square, a lower test statistic
value and a higher value of P with regard to the Absolute Fit Statistic Analysis. In other words
there is a greater propensity of Type I statistical error, judging the model to be adequate to the
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population, when in fact it may not be as it pertains to the absolute fit statistic perspective.
Additionally, subsequent research has demonstrated that the Chi Square Test statistic for model
fit is most affected by the two categorical formatted variables and becomes less affected as the
number of categories increases (Byrne, 2001). Factor loadings and correlations are only modestly
underestimated when categorical data is used, however the amount of underestimation may
become more of a concern when, 1) there are fewer than three categories, 2) the skewness is
greater than one, and 3) differential skewness occurs across observable variables (Byrne). As
such, researchers must be mindful of this discussion and carefully analyze the normality of each
of the variables factored in the construct to determine if any non normal distributions of variables
exist. They must be mindful of the context in which non normality is present and what the
potential is for Type I error.

Latent Construct Analysis
This research followed a path which initially analyzed correlations between the
observable variables and then positioned them into potential factors utilizing the literature to
guide this process. The observable variables were initially selected based upon guidance from the
literature that they reflect a larger phenomenon that may be captured through an empirically
constructed latent construct or factor. After several iterations of factor analysis, model factors
were selected and then subjected confirmatory factor analysis as measurement models. The
model specification via exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is guided by a combination of theory
and/or empirical results (Hox, 1998). The rigor of the measurement models were reviewed using
model fit diagnostics. The relative fit diagnostic provide an indication of the ability of the model
to outperform other baseline models. The relative fit statistics also provide an indication as to the
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degree of model parsimonious. The purpose of the measurement model is to describe how well
the observable variables factor onto the particular latent construct. The measurement error
reflects upon the adequacy of the observed variable in measuring this concept. If the
measurement error is high, then the influence of the hypothetical concept on the observable
variable or the amount of variance in the observable variable directly attributable to the latent
construct is low (Byrne, 2001) and the ability of the observable variable to adequately represent
the latent concept is questionable from an empirical standpoint. However, a theoretical
perspective may take precedence regardless of the empirical outcome in the decision making
process to either retain the particular observable variable or discard it. Residual error is the error
in the prediction of the endogenous factors from exogenous factors. As both measurement and
residual error terms represent unobserved variables not included in the model, they are treated as
exogenous variables and thus shown in a circular format in the model diagram.
Three latent constructs were developed for this research through the sequential use
exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. Model fit statistical diagnostics for
the three posited measurement models for the applicable constructs are provided in subsequent
tables. With regard to the statistically assumptions that are pertinent to these measurement
models, they are as follows. The observed variables that are loaded onto the proposed
hypothetical constructs are sufficiently correlated with one another, but not overly so as to create
multi collinearity issues (greater than 0.6). The measurement models assert that the unobserved
latent constructs (“common factors”) are explained to some extent by the noted observed
variables (“manifest variables”). The development of constructs is important for ecological
models as they are designed to address the broader unobservable concepts that underlay the logic
of comprehensive modeling. As the two “public realm” constructs proposed in this research have
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not been formally presented in the literature to date and as they are more exploratory in nature,
the factor consistency coefficient, cronbach alpha. In addition, the factor dimensionality may
have a value approaching 2.0 with a commonality less than 50% as only four observable
variables are available for loading onto the two public realm oriented hypothetical constructs.
With only four observable variables loaded onto each of the public realm factors, the cronbach
alpha statistics may be suppressed as it is positively affected by an increased number of loaded
observable variables.
After garnishing an understanding of the loading of the observable variables onto
hypothesized constructs and further gauging based upon the absolute and relative fit of the model
to the data, the cross sectional data was analyzed using cross tab analysis to determine if
statistically significant relationships were present and the relative percentages of each observable
variable that comprise each of the three constructs within the categories of two generalized land
use mix and proximity of destination (LUMPOD) classifications (high and low). Statistically
significant relationships were reviewed for each of the five grouping variables in relation to the
observable variables as stratified within high and low LUMPOD.
Each of the constructs is action oriented and requires a motivation for engagement within
the neighborhood public sphere. Proponents of traditional designed communities (TCD)
communities often take the point of view that if the community is designed with traditional and
sustainable design elements, then levels of perception of the environment to contain destinations
within a distance accomplished by foot and/or bicycle will be greater in contrast to those
communities that were built using more conventional suburban design techniques. Suburban
design techniques call for the separation of land uses versus mixing of land uses, a primary focus
on the automobile versus a multi modal approach which also may include walking, bicycling and
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rail line transportation, and a call for lower densities. This research endeavors to not only
ascertain if levels of the noted constructs differ, depending upon the nature of the built
environment that person resides in, but also to determine how those phenomena, as expressed by
the posited constructs, are related to one another, while controlling for other potential influences.
As it is unlikely that a single variable can fully represent a complex theoretical concept,
constructs which are revealed by a set of several variables, are proposed for this research. Single
item observable variables used in structural models to address a phenomenon are not reliable,
whereas constructs which load numerous observable variables (multi scale items) are more stable
in terms of the potential amount of random measurement error. Cronbach alpha is a function of
the number of test items (observable variables) that are loaded onto a proposed factor/construct
and their intercorrelations. If there are a low number of observable variables which have
marginal intercorrelations, the Alpha will be low. Cronbach alpha provides an indication of how
closely related a set of observable variables are as a group. A high alpha in concert with
applicable theoretical arguments provides support for an underlying latent construct (SPSS Scale
Reliability Analysis).
In addition to reviewing the coefficient of reliability/consistency for the construct, it is
also important to investigate the dimensionality of the construct as a construct with a high alpha
does not necessarily imply that the measure is also one dimensional. In order to assert that there
is only one factor at play with regard to proposed observable variables for loading, SPSS factor
analysis must be employed to determine the Eigen values. It is preferred that the Eigen value for
the first factor is sufficiently larger than the Eigen value for the next potential factor.
Additionally, the first factor should account for at least 60% of the combined variance of all of
the observable variables that are loaded onto it. It is presumed that the regression weights of all
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of the observable variables are statistically significant with the hypothetical construct (AMOS
Analysis) and that the evidence against the null hypothesis for the Test of Absolute Model Fit the Chi Square Likelihood Ratio Test, is not significant at the .05 level and therefore cannot be
rejected. This null hypothesis states that the sample covariance matrix is drawn from a
population characterized by the hypothetical covariance matrix and cannot be rejected unless the
probability value (p) of the ratio test is less than the .05 level.
The tests for Relative Model Fit are anticipated to be within the ranges as noted:
•

Composite Fit Index (CFI) > .90, Tucker Lewis Index (TFI) > .95

•

GFI > .95

•

AGFI > .90

•

Degree of Model Adequacy based upon the population discrepancy in relation to the
degrees of freedom

•

(RMSEA) < .05 “close fit”, < .06 “good fit”, <.08-.10 “mediocre fit”

•

Hoetler’s Critical N – Adequacy of Sample Size, if CN >200 the sample size for the
posited model is deemed adequate.

•

Cm/Df < 4

In summary, it is anticipated that upon review of tests of Absolute and Relative Fit, the
hypothesized measurement model will be assessed as a sufficient empirical model as it
adequately fits the sample data. The posited measurement models constitute initial phase
research and are developed to add to the existing body of literature and for incorporation into
first and second order covariance structural models based upon use of the sample data herein.
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The measurement models should be tested with other data sets in the future in order to strengthen
the support for their appeal, while also providing direction for revision and expansion.

Multivariate Analysis
The multivariate analysis was facilitated through the use of a structural equation model,
which included the individual measurement models to validate how the observable variables
factored onto the particular constructs. The structural covariance model overcomes weaknesses
of factor analysis and structural equation models that contain only variables through the merging
of them into one comprehensive model with posited pathways between latent constructs (Wan,
2002). Two structural models were assembled and analyzed, a three construct and a two
construct model. The three construct model is presented in Figure 3 and the two construct model
is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Conceptual Structural Model (Three Construct Model) with Construct and Variable
Labels
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Figure 4: Conceptual Structural Model (Two Construct Model) with Construct and Variable
Labels
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Structural Equation Model
A multivariate statistical technique is essential to demonstrate structural relationships
among multiple latent constructs while simultaneously revealing their direct and indirect
relationships, as well as the intercorrelation between variable error terms (Wan, 1995). A
structural equation model signifies a confirmatory approach that specifies causal relationships
among exogenous and endogenous constructs, although causation cannot be asserted due to the
limitations imposed by the cross sectional data sample.
According to Wan (2002), the latent variable model is expressed in structural models by
the equation:
η=Bη+Гξ+ζ
where
η

is the latent endogenous variable or theoretical construct

B

is the causal effect of an endogenous variable on another endogenous variable

Г

is the causal effect of an exogenous variable on an endogenous variable

ξ

is the latent exogenous variable or theoretical construct

ζ

is the residual term, or error, of the structural equation

A component of the structural model, the measurement model, is written as (Wan, 2002):
y=Лyη+є
x=Лxξ+δ
where
y

is the endogenous observable variable/indicator

x

is the exogenous observable variable/indicator
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Л

is the factor loading or correlation between and indicator and is theoretical
construct/latent variable

η

is the latent endogenous variable or theoretical construct

ξ

is the latent exogenous variable or theoretical construct

є

the measurement error of y

δ

the measurement error of x

This research tested a theoretically and empirically based model containing three latent
constructs to examine their theorized direct and indirect effects upon one another in a
confirmatory path analysis format which pictorially indicates a potential causal mechanism of
interacting parts. After identification of the individual measurement models is deemed sufficient,
these measurement models are assembled together in a theoretically based path diagram and
subjected to the data sample. The structural equation model consists of two sub models, 1) the
measurement model which defines the relations between the observed and unobserved variables
and subjected to confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), which specifies the observable variable
loading onto the factor or construct, and 2) the structural model, which defines the relationships
between the unobserved latent constructs. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) is appropriately
implemented when the researcher has a certain amount of knowledge regarding the underlying
concept of the latent variable and based upon this theoretical knowledge and/or empirical
knowledge or both. With this the researchers assembles a model which posits co variances
between latent constructs in a causal path framework and then tests the structure using the data
base (Byrne, 2001).
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The scale of the data and the normality of the data are important considerations for
researchers to be mindful of. Apart from the violations themselves, the context in which
violations may occur is important with regard as to how the researcher may choose to address
them. The context may dictate the tact taken for resolution, if one is taken. Over concentration on
normality violations at the finer detail level, without remaining cognoscente of the larger context
may result in needlessly abandoning a model that may have informative merit for the body of
knowledge. Prudent and patient care is necessary to avoid “throwing out the baby with the bath
water”. In certain circumstances, particular violations may not be of sufficient magnitude to
necessitate the restructuring of the model. Contextual considerations include the magnitude of
the violation and the nature of the research. Initial phase research using original data is typically
more exploratory in nature and can therefore tolerate higher levels of statistical violation as the
objective of exploratory research has more to do with an understanding of general frameworks in
which the applicable phenomena interact versus precise statistical execution within allowable
diagnostic thresholds necessary for model affirmation.
Model fit for the posited models herein is assessed through model diagnostics of absolute
and relative fit statistical analysis. The evidence against the null diagnostic hypothesis for the
Test of Absolute Model Fit, which is the Chi Square Likelihood Ratio Test, is presumed to be
not significant at the .05 level and if so, cannot be rejected. The null diagnostic hypothesis states
that the sample covariance matrix is drawn from a population characterized by the hypothetical
covariance matrix and cannot be a candidate for rejection unless the probability value (p) of the
ratio test is less than the .05 level.
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However, it is understand that the test of absolute model fit may be less appropriate if
there is a large sample size, if data distributions of the observable variables which are loaded
onto the latent constructs are non normal, and if the model is large and complex. The absolute
model fit diagnostics serve as a gauge of the model’s ability to represent the population through
its outperformance in comparison with other potential baseline models and should also be
reviewed in concert with the relative model fit diagnostic statistics. With regard to the relative fit
diagnostics, should the value of CFI be within the prescribed diagnostic threshold, the model is
deemed to be less false that a baseline model, typically the independent model. Additionally
should the posited models have a value of GFI within the prescribed diagnostic threshold, the
model is deemed to be relatively parsimonious and perhaps outperform other models.
Thresholds for the Relative Model Diagnostic Fit are anticipated to be within the ranges as
noted,
•

Composite Fit Index (CFI) > .90

•

GFI > .95

•

AGFI > .90

•

Degree of Model Adequacy based upon the population discrepancy in relation to the
degrees of freedom

•

(RMSEA) < .05 “close fit”, < .06 “good fit”, <.08-.10 “mediocre fit”

•

Hoetler’s Critical N – Adequacy of Sample Size, if CN >200 the sample size for the
posited model is deemed adequate.

•

Cm/Df < 4
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It is anticipated that upon review of tests of Absolute and Relative Fit for the posited
hypothesized measurement models in this research, that they will be deemed sufficient empirical
models as they adequately fit the sample data.

Structural Model Stratification Analysis
Subsequent to the analysis of the structural models within the context of the entire data
set (N=360) and subject to their satisfactory performance, the two structural models were
subjected to multiple group analysis. The three construct model was subjected to stratifications
of two grouping variables (gender and socio-economic class – specifically the Knowledge Base
class) and the two construct structural model was subjected to stratification analysis for two
grouping variables (time of residence and self selection into one’s community for increased
social interaction opportunities).
Multiple Group analysis enables the researcher to determine whether the components of
the measurement model and the structural model are invariant or equivalent across specified
groups – whether they operate equivalently across different groups or populations. This then
confirms whether or not the model consisting of theoretical constructs is equivalent across these
groups.

Summary
This chapter explains the research design, unit of analysis, study sample, data sources,
data collection and instrumentation, study variables, statistical analysis, and structural modeling.
The exploratory approach of this study involved the individual three latent constructs using SPSS
and the confirmatory approach applied to the individual measurement models and structural
models. The use of structural equation models tests the comprehensive multivariate theory of this
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posited healthy communities pathway. The variables used in this study in an ecological
framework encompass the disciplines of public administration, land planning, urban design,
psychology, sociology, statistics, and economics.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the data analysis. The data analysis methods include
cross tab analysis, descriptive analysis, exploratory factor analysis, confirmatory factor analysis,
structural equation analysis and structural equation analysis with stratification groupings. The
validity of the theoretical latent constructs is provided and the overall structural model fit and
research hypotheses are tested and confirmed.
As indicated in the last chapter, the sample consists of 360 respondents who are members
of FAPA. The sample is comprised of 161 (44.7%) respondents who live in neighborhoods
indicative of higher levels of land use mix and proximity of destinations (HLUMPOD) and 199
(55.3%) respondents who live in neighborhoods indicative of lower levels of land use mix and
proximity of destinations (LLUMPOD). Generation Y/X socio economic knowledge base class
members comprise 60% of the sample and 40% of the respondents are of the Baby Boomer/
Greatest Generation socio economic knowledge base class. 59.4% of the respondents have lived
at their residence for five years or longer and 40.6% have lived at their residence for less than
five years. 48.9% of the respondents chose their neighborhood and residence, in part, for
increased social interaction opportunities that the neighborhood was perceived to avail, whereas
for 51.1% of the respondents, their choice of their neighborhood and residence did not include
this consideration.
The research called for the initial examination of the data in the most straight forward
manner through the lens of an “exploring/comparing” point of view. This provided a framework
in which subsequent analysis using a more sophisticated data analysis method, structural
equation modeling (SEM), was pursued. On the front end of this initial data examination, an
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associational statistical method of Cross Tab analysis was facilitated to provide a useful snapshot
of potential associations between the observable variables and high and low levels of land use
mix. In follow up to this, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was utilized to assemble the
appropriate observable variables into factors in accordance with guidance from the literature. On
side of this procedure, after the factors were assembled and tested and after the measurement and
structural models were operational and subjected to the data, Cross Tab analysis results were
reviewed for a second time in concert with the SEM results to glean a deeper understanding of
the data.
The three measurement models were validated through confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) through the examination of diagnostic absolute and relative fit statistics, standardized
regression coefficients and their associated statistical significance, and the amount of variance in
the observable variable attributable to the unobserved hypothetical construct (synonymous with
the Pearson R square statistic). The larger comprehensive models were likewise validated
through an examination of the aforementioned diagnostic statistics and by a review of the
comprehensive model function and efficiency.
The cross sectional data sample was analyzed to determine if statistically significant
relationships were present between the observable variables and high and low levels of land use
mix and if so, what percent of each observable variable provided a favorable response within the
categories high and low land use mix (refer to Tables 7, 8 & 9). The presentation of the
structural statistical models followed an organized methodology. First, the measurement models
of hypothesized latent constructs were subjected to confirmatory factor analysis. Second, the first
order covariance structural models were assembled using the three measurement models. Third,
the data was fitted to the structural models. Fourth, the two structural models were analyzed
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using multiple group analysis techniques. Four grouping variables with two categories apiece
were used.

Descriptive and Univariate Analysis
The initial step in the data analysis is to examine the data from a descriptive and
univariate analysis perspective. Reference is made to Table 2 for the descriptive and univariate
analysis. Structural equation modeling assumes that data is normally distributed. Violations to
normality may result in statistical bias. The nature of the data is thoroughly analyzed and
discussed in this chapter. A rigorous review of methodological considerations was undertaken
using the software capabilities of SPSS and AMOS. As seen in Tables 4, 5 & 6, three of thirteen
observable variables loaded onto the three hypothesized constructs exhibit non normality issues
at the univariate level, despite data transformation attempts to normalize their distributions. The
non normality may largely be attributable to characteristic of the question itself as a four point
Likert ordered categorical scale was used and categories within the Likert scale were too broad
for the particular question, which resulted in the majority of answer selections to two of the four
Likert selection choices. Due to influence of the larger model characteristics and substantial
statistical power (n=360), adverse effects from non normality of the one or two variables in a
construct are largely diminished at multivariate level (structural model). In fact, skewness issues
tend to have a suppressor effect on the model Chi Square P value, as well as the goodness of fit
diagnostic statistics. Individual observable variables which have particularly high levels of
skewness were transformed via log and square root transformations. The revised variables were
used in the measurement models if they produced a lower skewness critical test ratio than the
original variable. In some cases, transformations (log10, square root, natural log) produced
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critical ratios that were higher than the original variable and therefore they were not used. A
complete review of the univariate data is contained in Tables 4, 5 & 6. The variable extensions of
"rt" or "lg", indicates that the particular variable has been transformed as either a root or natural
log variable.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for Study Variables

pc_prk
pc_sctr
papur_#3

painhb_3

pc_covr

pals_#2

scf_fpr4

Min

Max

Mean

Std Dev

Firmly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Strongly Disagree

1
1
1

4
4
4

1.86
2.17
3.2

1.08
1.14
0.955

52.5%
37.8%
8.6%

23.1%
26.9%
11.7%

10.8%
15.6%
30.8%

13.6%
19.7%
48.9%

1 mile or more

3/4 mile to 1 mile

1/4 mile to 3/4 mile

0 miles

32.5%

27.5%

37.5%

2.5%

Firmly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Strongly Disagree

16.4%

40.3%

26.1%

17.2%

10+ hours or more/wk

6+hrs to 10 hrs

3+hrs to 6 hrs

1 to 3 hrs

Less than 1 hr

None

2.2%

10.3%

28.9%

38.6%

14.4%

5.6%

5+ hours or more

3 to 4 hrs/week

1 to 2 hrs/wk

Less than 1 hr/wk

11.9%

13.3%

22.5%

52.2%

Firmly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Strongly Disagree

29.7%
26.9%
14.7%
23.9%
25.6%
17.2%
Male
60%

40.3%
55.6%
56.1%
43.1%
46.9%
48.3%
Female
40%

23.3%
13.6%
23.6%
25.0%
19.7%
22.8%

6.7%
3.9%
5.6%
8.1%
7.8%
11.7%

GenY/X

BabyBoom/Grt Gen

60%
5+years
59.4%
Agree
48.9%

40%
.4
40.6%
Disagree
51.1%

1
1

1
1

4
4

6
4

2.1
2.44

3.31
3.15

0.89
0.96

1.08
1.055

pc_ppl
sc_serpb
sc_rchot
sc_frdsc
soc_flsg
soc_infl

1
1
1
1
1
1

4
4
4
4
4
4

2.07
1.94
2.2
2.17
2.10
2.29

.89
.75
.75
.89
.87
.89

gndr

1

2

1.4

.49

knwldg

1

2

1.4

.49

tm_rsd5

1

2

1.51

.5

prf_sc5
(N=360)

1

2

1.41

.49

Reference "Table 1: Model Constructs and their Factored Observable Variables" for variable definitions
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Correlation Analysis –Correlation Matrix
The second step in the data analysis is to examine the data from a bivariate perspective to
determine the inter-correlations between model variables. Reference is made to Table 3 for this
information. Table 1 provides definitions of the variable labels. As seen the majority of the
bivariate relationships are statistically significant. This provides a strong indication that the
observable variables chosen for this research study; hold the promise to provide a strong
confirmatory based model. It appears that a synthesis of phenomena may be at work within the
data. The objective is to glean the nature of these potential phenomenons with appropriate
confirmatory structural modeling in accordance with the guidance from the literature. All
bivariate correlations were less than 0.50, with the exception of two bivariate correlations which
exceed 0.50, but were less than 0.60. These two bivariate correlations are both contained in the
“Neighborhood Social Capital” construct and their theoretical basis for maintaining them is
sufficient and they are also necessary to provide model over identification.
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Table 3: Bivariate Correlation Matrix of Study Variables
pc_prk

pc_sctr

papur_#3

painhb_3

pc_covr

pals_#2

scf_fpr4

pc_ppl

pc_prk
.476**
pc_sctr
.301**
.361**
papur_#3
.179**
.209**
.285**
painhb_3
.241**
.292**
.312**
.100*
pc_covr
(.135)**
(.134)**
(.334)**
(.185)**
(.228)**
pals_#2
.115*
.061
.139**
(.029)
.175**
(.080)
scf_fpr4
.352**
.407**
.273**
.139**
.411**
(.109)*
.122**
pc_ppl
.096*
.105*
.074
(.005)
.345**
(.115)*
.067
.229**
sc_serpb
.107*
.083
.022
(.020)
.358**
(.097)*
.148**
.219**
sc_rchot
.166**
.144**
.112*
.008
.380**
(.118)**
.081
.193**
sc_frdsc
.214**
.180**
.134**
.011
.391**
(.129)**
.162**
.230**
soc_flsg
.195**
.158**
.104*
.022
.344**
(.109)*
.186*
.158*
soc_infl
.008
(.100)*
.065
.014
.030
(.080)
.098*
(.094)
gndr
.052
.072
.150**
.112*
(.045)
.049
(.061)
.011
knwldg
.232**
.167**
.219**
.073
.359**
(.117)*
.109*
.183**
prf_sc5
(.003)
(.060)
(.064)
.054
.177**
(.068)
.127**
(.036)
tm_rsd5
Reference “Table 1: Model Constructs and Their Factored Observable Variables” for variable definitions
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sc_serpb

sc_rchot

sc_frdsc

soc_flsg

soc_infl

gndr

knwldg

prf_sc5

.506**
.399**
.415**
.382**
.022
(.111)*
.186**
.168**

.431**
.395**
.358**
.046
(.145)**
.271**
.293**

.463**
.435**
.017
(.010)
.359**
.174**

.529**
.094
(.084)
.296**
.225**

(.141)**
.222**
.193**

(.192)**
.073
.157**

(.029)
(.420)**

.072

tm_rsd5

Table 4: Analysis of Constructs: Summary of Factor Analysis, Measurement Model, and Data statistics for the Construct “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”

Transformation
Status

n/a

log

square root

square root

N/A

Construct and
Observable Variables
Built Environment
Variable
luxproxim
“Propensity for
Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement”(Perception of High
Land Use Proximity
and Mix and
associated Active
Travel)
pcpk_lg

pcsc_rt

There are shopping centers and restaurants that
I consider close enough to either walk or ride a
bicycle to from my house.

painhb_3

Standardized
Regression
Coefficients and
Statistical
Significance

R squared / % of
the Variance
Explained by the
Construct (in the
case of the
factors)

4.175

Exceeds
recommended CR
max of 2.58 (.01
probability)

0.74

0.65

42%

1.904

Meets
recommendation of
CR < 2

0.80

0.83

69%

0.57

0.44

20%

0.69

0.30

9%

Min

Max

skew

Critical
Ratio
(CR)

1

4

-0.155

-1.203

Cronbach Alpha (standardized)= 0.66 /
Commonality (% variance explained by
Component 1)= 49.8% / CFA Statistics: Chi
Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic =
.218, P = 0.641, Cm/Df = .218, CFI=1.000,
GFI=1.000, AGFI=0.997, RMSEA=0.000,
Hoetler (.05)=6338
There are parks and/or recreational centers that
I consider close enough to either walk or ride a
bicycle to from my house.

papr2_rt

Note regarding Non
Normality

Exploratory
Factor Analysis
(EFA)/
Component
Matrix Factor
Loadings

The typical number of times per week that I
travel to a destination by walking or riding a
bicycle for a specific purpose, such as a trip to
the grocery store, to a coffee shop, to a
restaurant or to a park is;
What is the furthest distance you would be
willing to walk or ride a bicycle to a
destination, such as a drug store, a corner
grocery store, a coffee shop or a park, provided
it was safe to do so?

0

1

1

1

0.602

2

0.539

0.246

2.236 -1.819

4

0.017

89

-14.087

0.132

Exceeds
recommended CR
max of 2.58 (.01
probability)
Meets
recommendation of
CR < 2

Table 5: Analysis of Constructs: Summary of Factor Analysis, Measurement Model, and Data Statistics for the Construct “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”

“Experience of
Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement”

square root

N/A

square root

square root

pccvr_rt

pals#2

Cronbach Alpha (standardized)= 0.54 /
Commonality (% variance explained by
Component 1)= 42.8% / CFA statistics: Chi Sq
Likelihood test of model fit statistic = .380, P = Min Max skew
0.684, Cm/Df = .380, CFI=1.000, GFI=.999,
AGFI=0.995, RMSEA=0.000, Hoetler
(.05)=2834
When I am out and about in my community, either
walking or riding a bicycle, I seem to run into
1
2
-0.159
people I know and occasionally I meet new
people.
The typical number of hours per week that I
engage in Outdoor Physical Activity within my
1
6
-0.014
community for exercise, leisure or travel purposes
is

Note regarding Non
Normality

Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA)/
Component Matrix
Factor Loadings

Standardized
Regression
Coefficients and
Statistical
Significance

R Squared / % of
the Variance
Explained by the
Construct (in the
case of the factors)

-1.235

Meets
recommendation of
CR < 2

0.82

0.87

75%

0.111

Meets
recommendation of
CR < 2

0.48

0.28

8%

0.52

0.28

8%

0.74

0.54

29%

Critical
Ratio
(CR)

scfpr_rt

In an average week, how many hours do you sit
out on your front porch?

1

2

-1.145

-8.869

pcpl_rt

When I am outside in my community, I generally
notice a good number of people walking and/or
riding bicycles.

1

2

0.088

0.679

90

Exceeds
recommended CR
max of 2.58 (.01
probability)
Meets
recommendation of
CR < 2

Table 6: Analysis of Constructs: Summary of Factor Analysis, Measurement Model, and Data Statistics for the Construct “Neighborhood Social Capital”
Neighborhood
Social Capital

square
root

scser_rt

square
root

scrch_rt

square
root

socfr_rt

square
root

socfl_rt

square
root

socin_rt

Cronbach Alpha (standardized)= 0.82/Commonality (%
Min Max Skew Critical Note Regarding Non
Exploratory Factor
variance explained by Component 1)= 58.5%/ CFA Fit
Ratio
Normality
Analysis
Statistics: Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic = .344,
(CR)
(EFA)/Component
P = 0.793, Cm/Df = .344, CFI=1.000, GFI=0.999,
Matrix Factor Loadings
AGFI=0.994, RMSEA=0.000, Hoetler (.05)=2716
If there were a significant challenge to the residents in my
1
2 0.151
1.17
Meets
0.75
community as a whole, I believe that the residents would work
recommendation of
together and meet it head on.
CR < 2
I believe most residents in my community are the type of people
1
2 -0.062 -0.477
Meets
0.75
who would reach out to me in time of need and would also return
recommendation of
a favor.
CR < 2
I often socialize with friends who live in my community.
1
2 -0.018 -0.141
Meets
0.77
recommendation of
CR < 2
I feel a strong sense of community living in my community.
1
2 0.116 0.899
Meets
0.79
recommendation of
CR < 2
I feel that I have some influence regarding neighborhood related
1
2 -0.003 -0.025
Meets
0.77
decisions in my community.
recommendation of
CR < 2
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Standardized
R Squared/% of the
Regression
Variance Explained by
Coefficients and the Construct (in the
Statistical
case of the factors)
Significance
0.63
39%
0.63

39%

0.74

54%

0.71

50%

0.67

45%

Variable Associational Analysis – Cross Tab Analysis
Prior to initiating a multivariate analysis (confirmatory factor analysis and structural
equation modeling), it is prudent to examine the data from a more basic comparative perspective.
This was accomplished using SPSS Cross Tab analysis to distinguish the categories of high and
low levels of land use mix and examine the applicable percentage responses within these
categories for each of the observable variables loaded onto one of three constructs. Tables 7, 8,
& 9 provide the results of this analysis and are organized by construct.
The following information is organized by each of three constructs utilized in this
research. Please note that Table 1 and Tables 4, 5 and 6 provide the variable definitions and
labels.

Construct #1: “Propensity for Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”
Three of the four observable variables are statistically significant with regard to the level
of land use mix and in each of these instances a substantial percentage advantage was evident for
those residents who live in higher levels of land use mix built environments (reference Table 7).
The observable variable, painhb_3, which gauges attitudes about non motorized travel, was not
statistically significant to the built environment metric, thus providing evidence that personal
attitudes may not be substantially influenced by higher levels of land use mix. The data revealed
that residents, who live in built environments that have higher levels of land use mix, tend to
walk and/or bicycle more to destinations more than residents who live in lower levels of land use
mix, as the residents in higher levels of land use mix tend to perceive destinations of
parks/recreation centers and retail shops to be within a reasonable walking or bicycling distance.
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Construct #2: “Experience of Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”
Two of the four observable variables are statistically significant with regard to the level
of land use mix and in each of these instances a substantial percentage advantage was evident for
those residents who live in higher levels of land use mix built environments (reference Table 8).
The two observable variables which did not exhibit statistical significance are different in their
orientation as their units are expressed in “number of times” for outdoor public realm
engagement in contrast to the Likert scale units used to gauge attitudes about the experience and
observation of public realm engagement. Future research will endeavor to factor these variables
into different constructs, each having loaded observable variables with the same units.

Construct #3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Two of the five observable variables are statistically significant with regard to the level of
land use mix and in each of these instances a substantial percentage advantage was evident for
those residents who live in higher levels of land use mix built environments, which is about 11%
for the two noted variables (reference Table 9). As three of the five variables are not statistically
significant with land use mix and given that the two variables exhibit only a small percentage
advantages, the influence of land use mix on neighborhood social capital may tend to be
overstated by New Urbanists. Subsequent structural equation analysis in this chapter provides
insight into this notion. The statistical significance and percentage advantage that the two
variables demonstrate may have more to do with other variables such as the age of the residents
and not as much to do with traditional or suburban design pattern of the built environment.
Subsequent structural equation multi-group analysis provides further support for this notion.
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Table 7: Cross Tab Analysis for Construct No.1: Propensity for Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm Engagement

R Squared/% of
the Variance of
the Observable
Variable that is
Explained by the
Construct

0.46

0.62

Two dimensional observable
variable/Perceptual of B.E. proximity of destinations for
Active Travel

Two dimensional observable
variable/Perceptual of B.E. proximity of destinations for
Active Travel

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement (Neighborhood Level of
Perceived Proximity of Destinations
(Retail and Activity Centers) and
Resident Inclination to access these by
walking or bicycling (non motorized
transport – “NMT”)
Observable Variable pc_prk9: There
are parks and/or recreational centers
that I consider close enough to either
walk or ride a bicycle to from my
house. ("Agree")
Statistical Significance between the
above stated Observable variable and
Built Environment (HLUMPOD v.
LLUMPOD)
Percentage of the Sample in the noted
Land Use category that responded
with the affirmative category
Observable Variable pc_sct9: There
are shopping centers and restaurants
that I consider close enough to either
walk or ride a bicycle to from my
house. ("Agree")
Statistical Significance between the
above stated Observable variable and
noted Grouping variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the noted
Land Use category that responded
with the affirmative category

High Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Close
Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community
Amenities

Low Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Substantial
Distance to Community
Amenities other than
Parks and Rec Centers

21.8%

87.6%

65.8%

43.6%

88.8%

45.2%

HLUMPOD - High Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Close Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community Amenities

LLUMPOD - Low Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Substantial Distance
to Community Amenities
other than Parks and Rec
Centers

161

199

44.7%

55.3%

Residents who live in
HLUMPOD Built
Environments "Agreed"
with the stated Observable
Variable ( X% ) more than
Residents who live in
LLUMPOD Built
Environments

0.000

0.000
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HLUMPOD - High Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Close Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community Amenities

0.35

0.17

Inclination for Active Travel
within the context of the
Perception of the B.E. proximity of destinations

Inclination/Attitudinal for
Active Travel within the
context of the Perception of
the B.E. - proximity of
destinations

Observable Variable papur_#9: The
typical number of times per week that
I travel to a destination by walking or
riding a bicycle for a specific purpose,
such as a trip to the grocery store, to a
coffee shop, to a restaurant or to a
park is ("3+ times per week")
Statistical Significance between the
above stated Observable variable and
noted Grouping variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the noted
Land Use category that responded
with the affirmative category
Observable Variable painhb9: What is
the furthest distance you would be
willing to walk or ride a bicycle to a
destination, such as a drug store, a
corner grocery store, a coffee shop or
a park, provided it was safe to do so?
("more than 3/4 mile")
Statistical Significance between the
above stated Observable variable and
noted Grouping variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the noted
Land Use category that responded
with the affirmative category

LLUMPOD - Low Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Substantial Distance
to Community Amenities
other than Parks and Rec
Centers

High Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Close
Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community
Amenities

Low Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Substantial
Distance to Community
Amenities other than
Parks and Rec Centers

29.2%

13.1%

0.000
16.1%

Not Stat
Significant
N/A
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Table 8: Cross Tab Analysis for Construct No. 2: Experience of Neighborhood Outdoor Public Realm Engagement

0.75

0.08

Participatory Active
Engagement/O.D.P.A.
(walking, riding bicycle) +
social engagement

Participatory Active
Engagement/O.D.P.A.
(Active Travel - NMT,
leisure, exercise)

Observable Variable pc_covr9:
When I am out and about in my
community, either walking or
riding a bicycle, I seem to run
into people I know and
occasionally I meet new people.
("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable pals_#9:The
typical number of hours per
week that I engage in Outdoor
Physical Activity within my
community for exercise, leisure
or travel purposes is, ("3+ hours
per week")

LLUMPOD - Low Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Substantial Distance
to Community Amenities
other than Parks and Rec
Centers

161

199

44.7%

55.3%

High Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Close
Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community
Amenities

Low Land Use Proximity
and Mix/Substantial
Distance to Community
Amenities other than
Parks and Rec Centers

70.2%

45.7%

Residents who live in
HLUMPOD Built
Environments "Agreed" with
the stated Observable
Variable ( X% ) more than
Residents who live in
LLUMPOD Built
Environments

Model Construct No. 2:
Experience of Outdoor
Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement (Neighborhood
Level of Outdoor Physical
Activity and Social Engagement
within the Public Realm)

R squared/% of
the Variance of the
Observable
Variable that is
Explained by the
Construct

HLUMPOD - High Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Close Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community Amenities

0.000

24.5%
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HLUMPOD - High Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Close Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community Amenities

0.08

0.29

Participatory Passive
Engagement with the Public
Realm

Observational Engagement O.D.P.A./ walking and
bicycling

Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable scf_fpr9: In
an average week, how many
hours do you sit out on your
front porch? ("3+ hours per
week")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable pc_ppl9:
When I am outside in my
community, I generally notice a
good number of people walking
and/or riding bicycles. ("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category

LLUMPOD - Low Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Substantial Distance
to Community Amenities
other than Parks and Rec
Centers

High Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Close
Proximity to a
Diverse Array of
Community
Amenities

Low Land Use Proximity
and Mix/Substantial
Distance to Community
Amenities other than
Parks and Rec Centers

80.7%

61.3%

Not Stat
Significant

N/A

Not Stat
Significant

N/A

0.000

19.4%
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Table 9: Cross Tab Analysis for Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital

R squared/% of the
Variance of the
Observable
Variable that is
Explained by the
Construct

0.39

0.39

Experiential/Attitudinal

Experiential/Attitudinal

161

199

44.7%

55.3%

Residents who live in
HLUMPOD Built
Environments "Agreed" with
the stated Observable Variable
( X% ) more than Residents
who live in LLUMPOD Built
Environments

Model Construct No.3:
Neighborhood Social Capital
(Neighborhood Level of Social
Trust, Networks and Sense of
Community)
Observable Variable sc_serp9: If
there were a significant challenge
to the residents in my community
as a whole, I believe that the
residents would work together
and meet it head on. ("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable sc_rcho9: I
believe most residents in my
community are the type of people
who would reach out to me in
time of need and would also
return a favor. ("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that

HLUMPOD - High Land Use
Proximity and Mix/Close
Proximity to a Diverse Array
of Community Amenities

LLUMPOD - Low Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Substantial Distance to
Community Amenities
other than Parks and Rec
Centers

Not Stat
Significant

N/A

Not Stat
Significant
N/A
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High Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Close Proximity
to a Diverse Array of
Community
Amenities

Low Land Use Proximity
and Mix/Substantial
Distance to Community
Amenities other than
Parks and Rec Centers

High Land Use
Proximity and
Mix/Close Proximity
to a Diverse Array of
Community
Amenities

Low Land Use Proximity
and Mix/Substantial
Distance to Community
Amenities other than
Parks and Rec Centers

10.4%

72.7%

62.3%

13.8%

80.1%

66.3%

HLUMPOD - High Land Use
Proximity and Mix/Close
Proximity to a Diverse Array
of Community Amenities

0.54

0.5

0.45

Experiential/Attitudinal

Experiential/Attitudinal

Experiential/Attitudinal

responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable sc_frds9: I
often socialize with friends who
live in my community. ("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable soc_flsg9: I
feel a strong sense of community
living in my community.
("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category
Observable Variable soc_infl9: I
feel that I have some influence
regarding neighborhood related
decisions in my community.
("Agree")
Statistical Significance between
the above stated Observable
variable and noted Grouping
variable.
Percentage of the Sample in the
noted Land Use category that
responded with the affirmative
category

LLUMPOD - Low Land
Use Proximity and
Mix/Substantial Distance to
Community Amenities
other than Parks and Rec
Centers

0.035

0.003

Not Stat
Significant

NA
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Multivariate Analysis
The multivariate analysis began with the conceptualization of three constructs. After
initial exploratory factor analysis using SPSS, the constructs were prepared as measurement
models and subjected to confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS software. This section first
provides an evaluation of each of the three measurement models and after establishing their
statistical rigor, proceeds to assemble them in a structural model format for confirmatory
evaluation. After achieving successful rigor with the structural modeling, multi-group structural
analysis is executed to determine if particular stratifications of grouping variables provide
additional insight into the empirical analysis.
Three constructs were initially posited and tested analytically through Factor Analysis,
Reliability Analysis and with the use of Confirmatory Factor Analysis applied towards
experimental measurement models. Numerous iterations were undertaken to find a balance
between what the data was communicating from an empirical perspective, as demonstrated
through the analysis and model diagnostics, and what the literature provided. It became apparent
that the data was revealing two multi dimensional concepts/constructs that appear to glean a
consistency with the work of Talen (1999).
Initial hypothesized constructs were posited and placed in hypothesized path models and
presented to guide this research study. The exploratory phase involves an inductive methodology
which involved running the data through hypothetical constructs to see if the variables
sufficiently load onto posited the constructs, while falling within the desired ranges of the
diagnostic statistics. Numerous reliability analyses, bivariate correlations and factor analyses
were run to determine which variables best loaded on which posited factors as a simultaneous
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exploratory/confirmatory exercise was undertaken. Byrne (2001) supports this methodology as
she notes “postulated causal relationships among all variables in the hypothesized model must be
grounded in theory and/or empirical research”. Byrne also notes that “confirmatory factor
analysis is appropriately used when the researcher has some knowledge of the underlying latent
variable structure…..and based upon knowledge of the theory and the empirical or both, the
researcher postulates relations between observed variables and the underlying factors
(constructs) a priori and then tests this hypothetical structure statistically”.
Lee (2007) notes that he used an empirical focused research and selected observed
variables for loading onto hypothetical constructs based upon their theoretical relevance and the
results from exploratory cluster and factor analyses. Factor analyses were used to ensure that
each observed variable selected was related to the correct latent factor. Lee noted that several
observable variables were loaded on several constructs to determine the best fit and that “this
data driven approach was needed due to the relatively weak theoretical foundation for the
environmental variables.”
It appears that each of the three study constructs may be taken by New Urbanists to be
axiomatic outcomes afforded by more traditional forms of the built environment (Duany et al.,
2000) and the level in which the built environment more closely follows traditional design
principles is directly related to the magnitude of the outcomes. Part of this New Urbanism ethos,
as expressed in the construct of “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”, is that the
nature of the built environment can play a role in an unfolding of causal relationships, beginning
with the hardscape of the community, which may manifest positive perceptions, in which parks
and retail are perceived by residents to be within a short enjoyable walking or bicycling distance,
while providing observations of other people in the community engaging with one another,
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which in turn may result in higher levels of residence engagement in the neighborhood public
realm and higher levels of neighborhood social capital. This research develops constructs for
both the perceptual component and the engagement component. Much of this research is
exploratory in nature as these New Urbanism ethos’ are posited as measurement models and
subjected to confirmatory factor analyses and then specified within proposed covariance
structural equation models via path assignment, consistent with current literature, in order to
understand their relationships.
Current research (Handy, 2004, 2005, 2006) has demonstrated a correlation between the
type of built environment (CSD v. TCD) and travel behavior (as it reflects upon outdoor
utilitarian purposeful travel by foot or bicycle) and although the difference is significant, its
magnitude is small. The significance is likely attributed to the fact that there are a number of
destinations in most TND communities that are within a reasonable walking or bicycling
distance and therefore some of the these trips that may have been otherwise made by automobile
are substituted for by walking or bicycling. However, from observation, most destinations of
significance are located outside of all neighborhoods in general (both CSD and TND
neighborhoods) and therefore there may be no significant reduction in trips. Just because
destinations are closer to a place of residence, does not mean that people will necessarily utilize
those destinations in lieu of other competing destination choices that may be more attractive for a
number of reasons. People may also choose to utilize their automobile for closer destination
trips for many reasons, such as convenience, weather, timeliness, and the need to transport goods
from a particular destination.
The data fit to the hypothesized measurement models proved to be acceptable in
accordance with the absolute fit statistics diagnostic – in particular the chi square likelihood
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ratio. The Chi Square Likelihood Ratio test that is calculated for each of the measurement and
covariance models provided low Chi Square values and high probability values of P (which
exceeded the threshold .05 / .01 levels). As such, there is not sufficient rational to reject the null
hypothesis, which states that the sample covariance matrix is drawn from a population
characterized by the covariance matrix. The posited measurement models are on solid footing
and confirm that the sample matrix is indicative of the population. The absolute fit statistics for
the covariance models are sound, although because the number of degrees of freedom increases
substantially for a covariance structural model compared with a smaller scale measurement
model, the value of P decreases. Nonetheless, the literature points to the greater relevance of the
relative fit statistics in the evaluation of larger structural models.

Covariance Structure Analysis - Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Measurement Model for
Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement Ethos
•

Reference: Tables 10 and 11 for the diagnostic statistics

•

EFA diagnostics: Absolute Fit Statistics: Cronbach Alpha (standardized) = 0.66

•

Commonality (% variance explained by Component 1) = 49.8%

•

CFA diagnostics: Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic = .218, P = 0.641, Cm/Df =
.218, CFI= 1.000, GFI= 1.000, AGFI= 0.997, RMSEA= 0.000, Hoetler (.05) = 6338
As seen above, the factor’s Alpha is very close to the desired threshold of 0.70 and a

commonality of 50%. The empirical challenge for this construct is the multidimensional aspect
of it. It would have been preferred to have additional observable variables available which would
have enabled the development of two single dimensional over identified constructs versus the
one two dimensional construct that was used. In an effort to increase the response rate by
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limiting the amount of time required by each respondent to complete the survey questionnaire,
many questions were removed from the instrument, which would have provided the opportunity
for two separate constructs – one concentrating on the perceptual dimension and the other
concentrating on the active travel dimension. Nonetheless, the information provided by the
reliability and factor analysis for this one construct assert that there is multi-dimensional aspect
of the construct and this multidimensionality is proved to be empirically relevant as it is has a
statistically significant association with the experience of public realm engagement construct and
the social capital construct when incorporated as part of the larger structural model context,
further bolstering its validity from an empirical standpoint. As seen noted in Table 10, the factor
loadings all exceed the threshold of 0.50. The regression coefficients are sound as they are
statistically significant at the .01 level. The variances in the observable variables attributable to
the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct are all good, with the
exception of the variable “painhb_3” which gauges one’s attitude as to the distance they would
be willing to walk or ride to a destination. This variable is not highly influenced by the construct
which reveals that the notion of perception being transferred to action (active travel), does not
necessarily occur.
The measurement model of the factor asserts excellent absolute and relative fit statistics,
further substantiating its useful as part of the proposed larger structural model. The high value of
P (0.641) asserts that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The fact that the larger covariance
model’s fit statistics are sound provides further support for the use of this “Propensity for
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct, even with its functional shortcomings.
Two out of the four observable variables in this construct are normally distributed. Two
of the four observable variables (pcpk_lg and papr2_rt) included in this construct, after
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transformation, retained a non normal distribution. Reference is made to Table 1 for observable
variable labels and definitions. The observable variable “papr2_rt” retained a non normal
distribution after transformation via square root, even though it provided the best data
distribution compared with other forms of transformation. Likewise, “pcpk_lg” retained a non
normal distribution after logarithmic transformation. However, given that “papr2_rt” has the
lowest factor loading of the four observable variables (.57) and only 20% of its variance is
attributable to the unobservable latent construct, “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement”, its contribution to the overall comprehensiveness of the construct is limited.
As the measurement model’s absolute and relative measurement model fit statistics were
strong, which demonstrates a robustness of the proposed construct model, it unlikely that this
non normality would result in a drastic reduction of P, such that P would fall below the threshold
value of 0.05 as the existing P is at 0.641. Also this would be unlikely given that the primary
factor components are the other three in the measurement model and not “papr2_rt”, which has
the lowest factor loading. The presence of “papr2_rt” has strong theoretical basis and is
necessary to be retained in the model in order to balance the two dimensionality of the construct,
while also provide the empirical capability of measurement model statistically stability. Likewise
the presence of “pcpk_lg” has strong theoretical basis and is necessary to be retained in the
model in order to balance the two dimensionality of the construct, while also providing model
statistically stability. The reduction of the construct to two observable variables by throwing out
papr2_rt and pcpk_lg would have negative consequences to the research design in general as a
two variable construct would result in an unspecified measurement model rendering it useless in
the structural model. The “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct lies at
the foundation of the posited overall covariance structural model and therefore must be retained.
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In the larger context of this research design and specific to the overall structural model,
only three of thirteen observable variables exhibited non normal distributions after
transformation attempts. One of these three variables exhibited larger than preferred non
normality. However, given this larger context and the strong empirical and theoretical support
for the overall covariance model, this issue is not considered sufficient to support any model
revisions.
With regard to future research utilizing the spirit of this present two dimensional
constructs, it would be prudent to add questions to the survey instrument, after extensive
piloting, enabling the development of two separate one dimensional constructs. This would
enable the units to be consistent within each separate construct. Although the units in the
construct are both Likert scale, two of the observable variables in the construct gauge attitudes
while the other two observable variables gauge “number of times”. Although the statistical
programs are able to merge these, it is not advisable if one desires to maximize the factor’s
reliability and Eigen value, indicative of the influence of the unobservable construct’s influence
upon the observable variables.

Covariance Structure Analysis - Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Measurement Model for
Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
•

Reference: Tables 10 and 11 for the diagnostic statistics

•

EFA results: Absolute Fit Statistics: Cronbach Alpha (standardized) = 0.54

•

Commonality (% variance explained by Component 1) =

•

CFA results: Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic = .380, P = 0.684, Cm/Df =

42.8%

.380, CFI= 1.000, GFI= 0.999, AGFI= 0.995, RMSEA= 0.000, Hoetler (.05) = 2834
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As seen above the factor’s Alpha is below the threshold of 0.70 and a commonality of
50%. The empirical challenge for this construct, like the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct, is its multidimensional aspect. It would have been preferred to have
additional observable variables available such that the construct could have been split for each
dimension and loaded with four observable variables per construct. As seen noted in Table 10,
the factor loadings all exceed the threshold of 0.50, with the exception of “pals#2”, which is at
0.48. The regression coefficients are good and are statistically significant at the .01 level. The
variances in the observable variables attributable to the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct are good for two of the four variables, the exceptions being “pals#2”
(number of hours per week engaged in outdoor physical activity) and “scfpr_rt” (number of
hours per week engaged with the public realm by sitting on your front porch), which both have a
variance of 8% attributable to the construct. It is obvious that the strength of this construct has to
do with the notion of being out and about in the neighborhood and seeing other people engaging
with their environment – people being social with their physical environment and with others in
that environment. The “porch sitting” variable (scfpr_rt) was included in the construct because
this may reveal a comprehensiveness to one’s desire to engage with their outdoor public realm,
as it addresses passive engagement - for rest and relaxation. The measurement model of the
factor asserts excellent absolute and relative fit statistics, further substantiating its useful as part
of the proposed larger structural model. The high value of P (0.684) asserts that the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected.
One out of the four observable variables (scfpr_rt) included in this construct, after
transformation, retained a non normal distribution. Reference is made to the Table 1 for the
definitions and labels for the observable variables. However, given that this particular observable
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variable had the lowest factor loading of the four observable variables (.28) and only 8% of its
variance is attributable to the unobservable latent construct, “Experience of Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement”, its role in the overall comprehensiveness of the construct is limited.
The measurement model absolute and relative measurement model fit statistics were
quite good, which demonstrates a robustness of the proposed construct model, despite one
variable’s non normal distribution. The absolute fit statistics provide a Chi Square Likelihood
probability of P=0.684, which therefore provides strong support that the null hypothesis (that the
model is indicative of the population) cannot be rejected. As such, even if there was an adverse
outcome to this measurement model due to the non normality of one of its variables “scfpr_rt”, it
unlikely that correcting this non normality (if even possible), would result in a drastic reduction
of P, such that a P <.05 would occur as the existing P= 0.684. The relative fit statistics are
excellent across the board which provides strong support for the model in its present
configuration. The presence of “scfpr_rt” has strong theoretical basis and is necessary to be
retained in the model in order to balance the two dimensionality of the construct, while also
providing model statistically stability. The potential reduction of the construct to three
observable variables would have negative consequences to the research design in general as a
three variable construct would result in an unspecified measurement model for this particular
construct.

With regard to future research utilizing the spirit of this present two dimensional
constructs, as with the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct, it would
also be prudent with regard to this construct to add questions to the survey instrument, after
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extensive piloting, such that it enable the researcher to create two separate constructs. This would
enable consistent units in each construct.

Covariance Structure Analysis - Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Measurement Model for
Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
•

Reference: Tables 10 and 11 for the diagnostic statistics

•

EFA results: Absolute Fit Statistics: Cronbach Alpha (standardized) = 0.82

•

Commonality (% variance explained by Component 1) = 58.5%

•

CFA results: Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic = .344, P = 0.793, Cm/Df =
0.344, CFI= 1.000, GFI= 0.999, AGFI= 0.994, RMSEA= 0.000, Hoetler (.05) = 2716

The construct functions as a single dimensional construct. The scales and the units of the
observable variables in the construct are the same, which further add to the strength of the
construct. This neighborhood social capital construct is the strongest construct, of the three
constructs advanced in this research, from an empirical standpoint. Its factor and measurement
model diagnostic statistics are all excellent. The fortuitous conclusion of the empirical analysis
was that this construct was the strongest of the constructs in the covariance model, which is
preferred as it is the model endogenous (dependent) construct. All five observable variables
included in this construct, after transformation, retained a normal distribution.
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Table 10: Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) for the Three Measurement Models
Measurement Model

Measurement Model

Measurement Model

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement

Model Construct No. 2:
Experience of Outdoor
Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement

Model Construct No. 3:
Neighborhood Social Capital

0.66

0.54

0.82

1.991
49.8%
0.888
22.2%

1.714
42.8%
0.905
22.6%

2.925
58.5%
0.706
0.1%

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)/Consistency aspect
Cronbach Alpha (standardized)
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)/Dimensionality aspect
Eigen Value Component 1
Commonality (% variance explained by Component 1)
Eigen Value Component 2
% variance explained by Component 2
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)/Component Matrix Factor Loadings
Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Soc Cap - scser_rt
soc cap - scrch_rt
soc cap - socfr_rt
soc cap -socfl_rt
soc cap - socin_rt
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Engage - pccvr_rt
engage - pals#2
engage - scfpr_rt
engage - pcpl_rt
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement
Prox - pcpk_lg
prox - pcsc_rt
prox - papr2_rt
prox - painhb_3

0.75
0.75
0.77
0.79
0.77
0.82
0.48
0.52
0.74

0.74
0.80
0.57
0.69
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Table 11: Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Three Measurement Models
Measurement Model

Measurement Model

Measurement Model

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement

Model Construct No. 2: Experience of
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement

Model Construct No. 3:
Neighborhood Social
Capital

0.218
1
0.641

0.759
2
0.684

1.030
3
0.793

0.218
1.000
1.000
0.997
0.000
6338

0.380
1.000
0.999
0.995
0.000
2834

0.344
1.000
0.999
0.994
0.000
2716

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics
Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic
Df
Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit
"Relative" Fit Statistics
Cm/Df
CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMSEA
Hoetler (.05)
Standardized Regression Coefficients and Statistical Significance
Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Soc Cap - scser_rt
soc cap - scrch_rt
soc cap - socfr_rt
soc cap -socfl_rt
soc cap - socin_rt
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Engage - pccvr_rt
engage - pals#2
engage - scfpr_rt
engage - pcpl_rt
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement
Prox - pcpk_lg
prox - pcsc_rt
prox - papr2_rt
prox - painhb_3
R squared/% of the variance explained by the Construct (in the case of the factors)
Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Soc Cap - scser_rt
soc cap - scrch_rt
soc cap - socfr_rt

0.63
0.63
0.74
0.71
0.67
0.87
0.28
0.28
0.54

0.65
0.83
0.44
0.30
39%
39%
54%
50%
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Measurement Model

Measurement Model

Measurement Model

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement

Model Construct No. 2: Experience of
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement

Model Construct No. 3:
Neighborhood Social
Capital
45%

soc cap -socfl_rt
soc cap - socin_rt
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Engage - pccvr_rt
engage - pals#2
engage - scfpr_rt
engage - pcpl_rt
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm
Engagement
Prox - pcpk_lg
prox - pcsc_rt
prox - papr2_rt
prox - painhb_3

75%
8%
8%
29%

42%
69%
20%
9%
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Structural Equation Model / Three Construct Model
•

Reference: Figure 5 and Table 12 for diagnostic fit statistics

•

CFA diagnostics: Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic = 106.07, P = 0.002, Cm/Df
= 1.56, CFI= 0.973, GFI= 0.962, AGFI= 0.941, RMSEA= 0.039, Hoetler (.05) = 299
For a full covariance model of this size, the absolute fit statistics are within acceptable

ranges. It is rare for the P to be greater than the desired .05 level for larger covariance models. As
the model size increases, the importance of the relative fit statistics increases and the absolute fit
statistics decreases. The relative fit statistics are excellent, although the Hoetler statistic (299) is
on the cusp of the lower range (250). Nonetheless, given the strong internal statistical significant
correlations and the reasonableness of the results in relation to the theoretical guide posts, along
with the individual integrity of the three constructs contained in this model (as previously
demonstrated), the model is accepted.
As it pertains to the Structural Model which is posited in causal form (however causality
cannot be asserted given the cross sectional data), the following statements are provided,
1. With regard to all sample residents, 42% of the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct (perceived proximity of destinations and associated inclination
for non motorized travel) is directly attributable to the level of land use mix in the
vicinity of their residence, as defined by an objective spatially computed metric
“walkscore” (reference www.walkscore.com). The correlation between the land use mix
metric and the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct was strong
(0.65) and statistically significant at the .000 level.
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2. With regard to all sample residents, 26% of the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct (walking and bicycling for destination travel, exercise, and/or
leisure and social interaction) is directly attributable to the “Propensity for Outdoor
Public Realm Engagement” construct. The correlation between the “Propensity for
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” and the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” was moderately strong (0.51) and statistically significant at the .000 level.
3. With regard to all sample residents, 50% of the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct
(trust, networks and sense of community) is directly attributable to the “Experience of
Public Realm Engagement” construct. The correlation between the “Experience of Public
Realm Engagement” construct and the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct was
strong (0.71) and statistically significant at the .000 level.
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Figure 5: Structural Model with Three Constructs
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Table 12: Model Fit Diagnostic Statistics for the Three Construct Model
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics
Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic
Df
Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit
"Relative" Fit Statistics
Cm/Df
CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMSEA
Hoetler (.05)

Statistic
106.07
68
0.002
1.56
0.973
0.962
0.941
0.039
299

Standardized Regression Coefficients Statistically Significant at the .001 level
unless otherwise noted
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital

Soc Cap - scser_rt
soc cap - scrch_rt
soc cap - socfr_rt
soc cap -socfl_rt
soc cap - socin_rt
Engage - pccvr_rt
engage - pals#2
engage - scpr_rt
engage - pcpl_rt
Prox - pcpk_lg
prox - pcsc_rt
prox - papr2_rt
prox - painhb_3

0.65
0.51
0.71
0.63
0.63
0.72
0.72
0.67
0.86
0.25
0.29
0.55
0.61
0.85
0.43
0.24

R squared/% of the variance explained by the Construct (in the case of the
factors) or by other constructs (in the case of a construct)
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital

scser_rt
scrch_rt
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42%
26%
50%
40%
40%

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
R squared/% of the variance explained by the Construct (in the case of the
factors) or by other constructs (in the case of a construct)
socfr_rt
socfl_rt
socin_rt
pccvr_rt
pals#2
scpr_rt
pcpl_rt
pcpk_lg
pcsc_rt
papr2_rt
painhb_3
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52%
52%
45%
73%
6%
8%
30%
37%
72%
19%
6%

Structural Equation Model - Three Construct Model Multiple Group Analysis of Gender
(Male v. Female)
•

Reference: Figures 6 and 7and Table 13 for model diagnostics and results
The absolute fit statistics are within acceptable ranges. The relative fit statistics are

excellent and the Hoetler statistic (392) is well above the threshold (250). As it pertains to the
Structural Model which is posited in causal form (however causality cannot be asserted given the
cross sectional data), the following statements are provided,
1. With regard to all sample residents, 35% for males and 54% for females, of the
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” is directly attributable to the
land use mix metric, as defined by an objective spatially computed metric
“walkscore” (reference www.walkscore.com). The correlation between the land use
metric and “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct was strong
(0.59 for males and 0.73 for females) and statistically significant at the .000 level.
2. With regard to all sample residents, 27% for males and 26% for females, of the
“Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct is directly attributable
to the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct. The correlation
between the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct and the
“Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct was moderately strong
(0.51/0.52) and statistically significant at the .000 level.
3. With regard to all sample residents, 53% for males and 48% for females, of
“Neighborhood Social Capital” construct is directly attributable to “Experience of
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” The correlation between the “Experience of
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Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct and the “Neighborhood Social
Capital” construct was strong (0.73 for males and 0.70 for females) and statistically
significant at the .000 level.

Structural Equation Model - Three Construct Model Multiple Group Analysis of
Knowledge Base Worker Classification (GenY/X v. Baby Boom/Great Gen)
•

Reference: Figures 8 and 9 and Table 14 for model diagnostics and results
The absolute fit statistics are within acceptable ranges. The relative fit statistics are

excellent, and the Hoetler statistic (312) is moderately above the threshold value (250). As it
pertains to the Structural Model which is posited in causal form (however causality cannot be
asserted given the cross sectional data), the following statements are provided,
1. With regard to all sample residents, 43% for GenY/X and 41% for Baby Boom/Greatest
Gen, of the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct is directly
attributable to the land use mix metric, as defined by an objective spatially computed
metric “walkscore” (reference www.walkscore.com). The correlation between the land
use metric and the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct was
strong (0.59 for males and 0.73 for females) and statistically significant at the .000 level.
2. With regard to all sample residents, 31% for GenY/X and 22% for Baby Boom/Greatest
Gen, of the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” is directly attributable to
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”. The correlation between the
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct and “Experience of
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct was moderately strong (0.51 for both) and
statistically significant at the .000 level.
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3. With regard to all sample residents, 55% for GenY/X and 43% for Baby Boom/Greatest
Gen, of the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct is directly attributable to the
“Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct. The correlation between
the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct and “Neighborhood
Social Capital” construct was strong (0.73 for males and 0.70 for females) and
statistically significant at the .000 level.
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Figure 6: Three Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Gender (Male)
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Figure 7: Three Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Gender (Female)
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Table 13: Analysis of Three Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping Variable: Gender
Complete Model Without

Multi Group Model

Multi Group Analysis
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics
Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic
Df
Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit
"Relative" Fit Statistics
Cm/Df
CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMSEA
Hoetler (.05)

Built Env. Metric - Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement - Model Construct No. 2:
Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement - Model Construct No.3:
Neighborhood Social Capital

Soc Cap - scser_rt
soc cap - scrch_rt
soc cap - socfr_rt
soc cap -socfl_rt
soc cap - socin_rt
Engage - pccvr_rt
engage - pals#2
engage - scpr_rt
engage - pcpl_rt
Prox - pcpk_lg
prox - pcsc_rt
prox - papr2_rt
prox - painhb_3
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106.07
68
0.002

160.44
146
0.196

1.56
0.973
0.962
0.941
0.039
299
Full Structural
Model/Standardized Regression
Coefficients Statistically
Significant at the .001 level
unless otherwise noted
0.65

1.099
0.99
0.942
0.916
0.017
392
Group 1:
Male

Group 2:
Female

Difference
(Delta)

0.59

0.73

-0.14

0.51

0.52

0.51

0.01

0.71
0.63
0.63
0.72
0.72
0.67
0.86
0.25
0.29
0.55
0.61
0.85
0.43
0.24

0.73
0.64
0.67
0.76
0.73
0.7
0.84
0.24
0.29
0.54
0.6
0.84
0.42
0.24

0.7
0.59
0.55
0.67
0.73
0.66
0.85
0.26
0.29
0.62
0.62
0.87
0.46
0.25

0.03
0.05
0.12
0.09
0
0.04
-0.01
-0.02
0
-0.08
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04
-0.01

Complete Model Without

Multi Group Model

Multi Group Analysis
R squared/% of the variance
explained by the Construct (in
the case of the factors) or by
Exogenous constructs (in the
case of a construct)
42%

35%

54%

-19%

Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Neighborhood Level of Outdoor Physical Activity and Social Engagement within the Public Realm (as experienced
and observed)

26%

27%

26%

1%

Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital

50%

53%

48%

5%

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Neighborhood Level of Perceived Proximity of Destinations (Retail and Activity Centers) and Resident Inclination
to access these by walking or bicycling (non motorized transport – “NMT”)

Neighborhood Level of Social Trust, Networks and Sense of Community (Neighborhood Social Capital)
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Figure 8: Three Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Knowledge Base Worker Class (Gen Y/X).
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Figure 9: Three Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Knowledge Base Worker Class (Baby Boom/Great Gen).
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Table 14: Analysis of Three Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping Variable: Knowledge Base Worker Class

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics
Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic
Df
Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit
"Relative" Fit Statistics
Cm/Df
CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMSEA
Hoetler (.05)

Built Env. Metric - Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement - Model Construct
No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement - Model Construct
No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Soc Cap - scser_rt
soc cap - scrch_rt
soc cap - socfr_rt
soc cap -socfl_rt
soc cap - socin_rt
Engage - pccvr_rt
engage - pals#2
engage - scpr_rt
engage - pcpl_rt
Prox - pcpk_lg
prox - pcsc_rt
prox - papr2_rt
prox - painhb_3
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Complete Model
Without
Multi Group Analysis

Multi Group
Model

106.07
68
0.002

202.11
146
0.001

1.56
0.973
0.962
0.941
0.039
299
Full Structural Model /
Standardized
Regression Coefficients
Statistically Significant
at the .001 level unless
otherwise noted
0.65

1.384
0.960
0.929
0.898
0.033
312

0.66

Group 2:
Knowledge Based
Worker/Baby
Boomer/Grtst
Gen, Educated,
Creative Prof
0.64

0.51

0.55

0.47

0.08

0.71
0.63
0.63
0.72
0.72
0.67
0.86
0.25
0.29
0.55
0.61
0.85
0.43
0.24

0.74
0.68
0.65
0.73
0.75
0.67
0.87
0.23
0.28
0.57
0.63
0.85
0.37
0.24

0.66
0.58
0.62
0.73
0.69
0.65
0.83
0.23
0.29
0.54
0.58
0.81
0.46
0.21

0.08
0.1
0.03
0
0.06
0.02
0.04
0
-0.01
0.03
0.05
0.04
-0.09
0.03

Group 1:
Knowledge Based
Worker/GenY/
GenX, Educated,
Creative Prof

Difference
(Delta)
0.02

Complete Model
Without
Multi Group Analysis
R squared / % of the
variance explained by
the Construct (in the
case of the factors) or
by Exogenous
constructs (in the case
of a construct)
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Neighborhood Level of Perceived Proximity of Destinations (Retail and Activity Centers) and Resident
Inclination to access these by walking or bicycling (non motorized transport – “NMT”)
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Neighborhood Level of Outdoor Physical Activity and Social Engagement within the Public Realm (as
experienced and observed)
Model Construct No. 3: Neighborhood Social Capital
Neighborhood Level of Social Trust, Networks and Sense of Community (Neighborhood Social Capital)
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Multi Group
Model

42%

43%

41%

2%

26%

31%

22%

9%

50%

55%

43%

12%

Table 15: Diagnostic Summary Table for Three Construct Model using Multiple Group Analysis for Gender and Knowledge Base Worker Classification Variables
Three Construct Structural Model

B1

SE1

B2

SE2

B1-B2=B

SE

T=B/SE

T> (+/-) 1.96? If yes, signif

0.085

0.01

0.086

0.013

-0.001

0.016

-0.06

no

1.042

0.163

0.949

0.221

0.093

0.275

0.34

no

0.472

0.064

0.401

0.077

0.071

0.1

0.71

no

0.079

0.011

0.093

0.011

-0.014

0.015

-0.93

no

0.988

0.173

0.984

0.195

0.004

0.261

0.02

no

0.474

0.069

0.404

0.07

0.07

0.1

0.70

no

Multi Group Analysis
Grouping Variable: Socio Economic Class (knwldg)
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital

Grouping Variable: Gender (gndr)
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement
Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital
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Structural Equation Model / Two Construct Model
•

Reference: Figure 10 and Table 16
For a full covariance model of this size, the absolute fit statistics are within acceptable

ranges. As it pertains to the Structural Model which is posited in causal form, the following
statements are provided,
1. With regard to all sample residents, 44% of the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct is directly attributable to the land use mix metric, as defined by
an objective spatially computed metric “walkscore” (reference www.walkscore.com).
The correlation between the land use metric and the “Propensity for Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement” construct was strong (0.67) and statistically significant at the .000
level.
2. With regard to all sample residents, 8% of the “Neighborhood Social Capital” is directly
attributable to the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct. The
correlation between the noted constructs was moderate (0.28) and statistically significant
at the .000 level.
As noted earlier, the variance attributable to the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct on the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct is relatively small (8%).
The mediating construct, “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” is the predominant
driver of neighborhood social capital, at least within the framework of this research study.
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Figure 10: Two Construct Covariance Structural Model
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Table 16: Model Fit Diagnostic Statistics for the Two Construct Model
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics

Statistic

Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic

39.82

Df

31

Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit

0.133

"Relative" Fit Statistics
Cm/Df

1.284

CFI

0.991

GFI

0.979

AGFI

0.962

RMSEA

0.028

Hoetler (.05)

406

Standardized Regression Coefficients Statistically Significant at the .001 level
unless otherwise noted
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement

0.67

Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital

0.28

Soc Cap - scser_rt

0.62

soc cap - scrch_rt

0.62

soc cap - socfr_rt

0.73

soc cap -socfl_rt

0.72

soc cap - socin_rt

0.68

Prox - pcpk_lg

0.61

prox - pcsc_rt

0.88

prox - papr2_rt

0.44

prox - painhb_3
R squared / % of the variance explained by the Construct (in the case of the
factors) or by other constructs (in the case of a construct)

0.26

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement

44%

Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital

8%
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Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics

Statistic

scser_rt

38%

scrch_rt

38%

socfr_rt

54%

socfl_rt

52%

socin_rt

47%

pcpk_lg

38%

pcsc_rt

77%

papr2_rt

19%

painhb_3

7%

Structural Equation Model – Two Construct Models: Multiple Group Analysis of Self
Selection Variable and Time of Residence Grouping variables
•

Reference: Figures 11, 12, 13 & 14 and Tables 17 & 18

•

Multi Group Stratification of the Structural Model (Two groups - Self Selection Variable:
(prf_sc5)/ I chose to live in my neighborhood, in part, because of increased opportunities
for social interaction “Agree” = 176, “Disagree” = 184

•

Multi Group Stratification of the Structural Model (Two groups – Time of Residence
Variable:/ “0 to 5 years” = 214, “5 years or longer” = 146
Each of the two-group models for each of the three (3) constructs reveals very favorable

absolute and relative measurement model fit statistics. With regard to the absolute fit statistics,
each of the constructs has a Chi Square Model Fit probability P of equal to or greater than the .05
level, with the one exception of the self selection variable for social interaction as it pertains to
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the Neighborhood Social Capital construct, which is at .047. All of the other probabilities for
each of the constructs in terms of the grouping variables provide very strong support for
representativeness to the population. As such, the constructs were deemed strongly sufficient for
use in the overall covariance model and subsequent two–group analysis.
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Figure 11: Two Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Self Selection for Social Interaction Opportunities: “YES, I chose to live in my
neighborhood, in part, because of increased opportunities for social capital.”
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Figure 12: Two Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Self Selection for Social Interaction Opportunities: “NO, I did not choose to live in my
neighborhood, in part, because of increased opportunities for social capital.”
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Table 17: Multiple Group Analysis of the Two Construct Model. Grouping Variable: Self Selection for Social Interaction Opportunities
Complete Model Without

Multi Group
Model

Multi Group Analysis
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics
Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic

39.82

102.78

31

69

0.133

0.005

Cm/Df

1.284

1.49

CFI

0.991

0.961

GFI

0.979

0.946

AGFI

0.962

0.913

RMSEA

0.028

0.037

406

313

Df
Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit
"Relative" Fit Statistics

Hoetler (.05)

Full Structural Model / Standardized Regression Coefficients
Statistically Significant at the .001 level unless otherwise noted

Group 1: Self
Selection "YES"
(N=176)

Group 1: Self
Selection "NO"
(N=184)

Difference
(Delta)

Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement Construct (Perception of
High Land Use Proximity and Mix and associated Active Travel)
Neighborhood Social Capital Construct

0.67

0.71

0.59

0.12

0.28

0.34

0.1

0.24

Soc Cap - scser_rt

0.62

0.57

0.62

-0.05

soc cap - scrch_rt

0.62

0.55

0.58

-0.03

soc cap - socfr_rt

0.73

0.66

0.72

-0.06

soc cap -socfl_rt

0.72

0.63

0.72

-0.09

soc cap - socin_rt

0.68

0.63

0.67

-0.04

Prox - pcpk_lg

0.61

0.56

0.6

-0.04

prox - pcsc_rt

0.88

0.86

0.92

-0.06

prox - papr2_rt

0.44

0.35

0.43

-0.08

prox - painhb_3

0.26
R squared / % of the variance explained by the Construct (in the case
of the factors) or by Exogenous constructs (in the case of a construct)

0.23

0.26

-0.03

44%

50%

34%

16%

8%

12%

1%

11%

Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement Construct (Perception of
High Land Use Proximity and Mix and associated Active Travel)
Neighborhood Social Capital Construct
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Figure 13: Two Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Time of Residence: zero to Five (5) years living in my home
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Figure 14: Two Construct Structural Model with Two Grouping Stratification. Grouping
Variable: Time of Residence: Five (5) + or longer living in my home
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Table 18: Multiple Group Analysis of the Two Construct Model. Grouping Variable: Time of Residence
Complete Model Without

Multi Group
Model

Multi Group Analysis
Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of Measurement Model
"Absolute" Fit Statistics
Chi Sq Likelihood test of model fit statistic

39.82

82.05

31

69

0.133

0.135

Cm/Df

1.284

1.19

CFI

0.991

0.996

GFI

0.979

0.958

AGFI

0.962

0.933

RMSEA

0.028

0.023

406

392

Df
Probability (P) of Likelihood test of model fit
"Relative" Fit Statistics

Hoetler (.05)

Full Structural Mode/Standardized Regression Coefficients
Statistically Significant at the .001 level unless otherwise noted

Group 1: Time of
Residence "0 to 5 years"
(N=214)

Group 1: Time of
Residence "5 years +
and longer" (N=146)

Difference
(Delta)

Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement Construct (Perception
of High Land Use Proximity and Mix and associated Active Travel)
Neighborhood Social Capital Construct

0.67

0.64

0.69

-0.05

0.28

0.26

0.39

-0.13

Soc Cap - scser_rt

0.62

0.6

0.59

0.01

soc cap - scrch_rt

0.62

0.6

0.56

0.04

soc cap - socfr_rt

0.73

0.74

0.7

0.04

soc cap -socfl_rt

0.72

0.7

0.7

0

soc cap - socin_rt

0.68

0.68

0.65

0.03

Prox - pcpk_lg

0.61

0.57

0.67

-0.1

prox - pcsc_rt

0.88

0.85

0.92

-0.07

prox - papr2_rt

0.44

0.42

0.47

-0.05

prox - painhb_3

0.26
R squared/% of the variance explained by the Construct (in the
case of the factors) or by Exogenous constructs (in the case of a
construct)

0.24

0.29

-0.05

44%

41%

48%

-7%

8%

7%

15%

-8%

Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement Construct (Perception
of High Land Use Proximity and Mix and associated Active Travel)
Neighborhood Social Capital Construct
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Table 19: Diagnostic Summary Table for Multiple Group Analysis for Self Selection and Time of Residence Variables
Two Construct Structural Model

B1

SE1

B2

SE2

B1-B2=B

SE

T=B/SE

T> (+/-) 1.96? If yes, signif

0.075

0.01

0.071

0.011

0.004

0.015

0.27

no

Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement

1.069

0.208

0.655

0.175

0.414

0.271

1.53

no

Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital

0.395

0.076

0.479

0.09

-0.084

0.118

-0.71

no

Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement

0.081

0.01

0.091

0.012

-0.01

0.016

-0.63

no

Model Construct No. 2: Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement

1.045

0.183

0.963

0.17

0.082

0.2

0.41

no

Model Construct No.3: Neighborhood Social Capital

0.425

0.067

0.464

0.079

-0.039

0.104

-0.38

no

Multi Group Analysis
Grouping Variable: Self Selection Variable (prf_sc5)
Model Construct No. 1: Propensity for Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement

Grouping Variable: Time of Residence (tm_rsd5)
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Results
The following items were gleaned from this research design,
1. Three posited constructs were initially conceptualized through exploratory factor analysis
using the literature for guidance. Confirmatory factor analysis was then applied to the
three constructs as measurement models. After the data was fit to the model, all three
measurement models yielded statistically sufficient correlations and robust diagnostics
statistics. This research found strong empirical support for these concepts.
2. With regard to the two dimensional “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”
construct, this research found strong empirical support for the complementary concepts of
perception of one’s built environment and one’s inclination to engage in modes of active
commuting/transportation – purposeful utilitarian walking and bicycling. These
complimentary dimensions represent a well publicized New Urbanist ethos. The
empirical assessment of this construct confirms the guidance found in the literature for
this concept, as discussed in Chapter 2.
3. With regard to the two dimensional “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”
construct, this research found strong empirical support for the complementary concepts of
personal engagement in one’s community public realm via walking, strolling or bicycling
and one’s observation of others doing the same in the public realm. These two concepts
are supported empirically by this study. As with the “Propensity for Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement” concept, there is evidence within the construct measurement model
that this construct’s two dimensions may act in a symbiotic relationship. Subjecting this
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construct to a longitudinal time series set of data would provide further insight into the
possibility of this interaction.
4. With regard to the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct, this research provided a
statistically robust measurement model. However, this construct appears to glean more of
a weak tie / bonding social capital phenomenon versus a strong tie / bridging social
capital phenomenon. Future research will endeavor to include constructs for both of these
forms of social capital, in addition to the neighborhood social capital construct used in
this study.
5. This research successfully found a pathway in which healthy communities may be
facilitated. This pathway became evident through the empirical process of assembling
three constructs and then positioning them in a structural equation model consistent with
guidance from the literature. This model posits that the creation of healthy communities
begins with the most basic and comprehensive of land planning fabrics, the land use mix
fabric, which in turn is hypothesized to affect a resident’s perception of their built
environment and their propensity to engage in active travel within the neighborhood
public realm to destinations within close proximity of their home. The model
demonstrates that this perceptual/attitudinal phenomenon as conceptualized in the
construct “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”, in turn affects the
resident’s level of experience of engagement within the neighborhood public realm,
which is conceptualized in the construct “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public
Realm Engagement”. This experience form of engagement is executed through walking
or bicycling for either recreational or commuting/transportation purposes and socializing
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with others who are doing the same within the outdoor neighborhood public realm. The
model then demonstrates a strong relationship between the resident’s level of experience
of outdoor public realm engagement and neighborhood social capital.
6. This research identified the substantial importance and relevance of the construct of
“Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” as it pertains to its
potential ability to substantially affect “Neighborhood Social Capital”. This was
demonstrated through the two construct structural equation model, which did not include
the “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct. By not
including this construct in the model, it enabled an assessment of its potential mediating
effect on the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct. In comparison with the three
construct structural model, the two construct model demonstrated the key role played by
the “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct in
affecting “Neighborhood Social Capital”. With the presence of the “Experience of
Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct in the model, 50% of the
variance in “Neighborhood Social Capital” is explained by this construct. Without
“Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct in the
model, 8% of “Neighborhood Social Capital” is directly explained by the “Propensity for
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct.
7. Given the aforementioned findings from the two construct model, assertions by
proponents of New Urbanism that traditional forms of community design patterns (which
are indicative of higher levels of land use mix and proximity to destinations), have a
direct and substantial positive effect on “Neighborhood Social Capital”, is not supported
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by this study. Although this research confirms a direct and statistically significant
correlation between the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct
and the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct, the magnitude of this association is
moderate at 0.28 and the explanatory affect on “Neighborhood Social Capital” from
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” is a very modest 8%. However,
when the construct “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” is
inserted into the model with land use mix and “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement”, the correlation between the “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public
Realm Engagement” and the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct leaps to 0.71 and
“Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct explains
50% of the variance in “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct. As such, this empirical
analysis strongly supports New Urbanism ideology, with the caveat, that design patterns
and a person’s perception of destinations that are within close proximity, has more of an
indirect effect on “Neighborhood Social Capital” versus a direct affect. The notion that a
built environment indicative of traditional design patterns, such as higher levels of land
use mix directly affects neighborhood social capital, may be tempered and perhaps more
appropriately discussed as an inclusive versus exclusive framework. This research has
found strong empirical support for a particular pathway in which higher levels of
“Neighborhood Social Capital” are generated, but there may be other equally competent
pathways which may not have anything to do with traditional design patterns and higher
levels of land use mix.
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8. As the “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” construct has
been identified in this research to be a major driver of “Neighborhood Social Capital”, it
is important to note how it fits in the structural model. “Propensity for Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement” explains 26% of the variance in “Experience of Outdoor
Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement”. Therefore 74% of its variance is explained by
influences apart from “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” and as such,
influencers outside of the model. These influencers may include other hypothesized
constructs affiliated with finer grain urban design elements not included in this particular
model. Land use mix is a courser grain, larger scale urban design element. Additionally
there may other constructs that may have a substantial explanatory affect on
neighborhood social capital that are not affiliated with the design nature of the built
environment.
9. This research found strong empirical support for the New Urbanism ideology which
asserts that the built environment can have a positive effect on resident behavioral
outcomes which may play a role in creating healthy communities, as evidenced by higher
levels of “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” and
“Neighborhood Social Capital”. Although, this research finds that this support cannot be
presented axiomatically or as an exclusive argument that holds traditional design patterns
and mixed land use to be the only way to facilitate the noted healthy community
outcomes. Nonetheless, this research found strong support for one model pathway
mechanism that is grounded by the built environment land use mix metric. While other
complimentary pathways mechanisms may exist to facilitate these “healthy communities”
outcomes, they are not included in or demonstrated by this research.
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10. Additional analysis of the three construct structural model was performed to determine if
any differences with regard to the variables of gender or socio-economic classification
within the Knowledge Base class would render the model any less diagnostically
effective for stratifications of these variables and whether these two grouping variables
would provide differing explanatory outcomes for the three model constructs. The
analysis as shown in Table 15 verifies the applicability of these grouping variables for
use with the posited three construct model. With regard to multiple group analysis for
gender, all of the correlations between constructs were similar for both males and
females; with the exception of the explanatory affect of the land use metric on the
perceptual oriented “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct was
19% greater for females versus males. However this greater explanatory affect on
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” did not translate to the other model
constructs of “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” and
“Neighborhood Social Capital”. With regard to the Knowledge Base class grouping
variable stratification, this research found that Generation Y/X members had similar
levels of explanatory affect on “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” as
Baby Boomer/Greatest Generation members, but had higher levels of explanatory affect
on “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement” (31% v. 22%) and
higher levels of explanatory affect on “Neighborhood Social Capital” (55% v. 43%).
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11. Additional analysis of the two construct structural model was performed to determine if
any differences with regard to the grouping variables of “time of residence” and “self
selection for social opportunities” would render the model any less diagnostically
effective for these stratifications and if these two grouping variables had any substantial
affects on the explanatory power of the model constructs. The analysis as shown in Table
19 verifies the applicability of these grouping stratifications for use with the two
construct model. With regard to multiple group analysis for the grouping of “time of
residence”, this research found that living in one’s home for more than five years or less
than five years made little difference in the explanatory affect on “Propensity for Outdoor
Public Realm Engagement” from the land use mix variable. However, “time of
residence” did make a substantial difference with regard to the explanatory affect on
“Neighborhood Social Capital” from “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” (a 15% explanatory affect for “time of residence” of 5 years or more versus
a 7% explanatory affect for a “time of residence” of less than five years).

12. The evaluation of the two construct model using the grouping variable of “self selection
for social opportunities” provides further insight into the affect that personal attitudes and
preferences may have on model outcomes. When controlling for this self selection
variable via multiple group analysis, the construct “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” only explains 1% of the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct with a
small magnitude (0.10) but significant correlation (.001). This is noteworthy as it
demonstrates that an exclusive axiomatic argument which asserts that traditional design
patterns directly affect neighborhood social capital, cannot be supported. This research
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found that residents, who chose to live in their particular neighborhood for greater
opportunities for social engagement, do in fact have greater levels of neighborhood social
capital through the model pathway. However, when evaluating those residents who did
not chose to live in their neighborhood for social opportunities, the relationships of the
model pathway produced a meager 1% explanatory affect on “Neighborhood Social
Capital” from the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct.
13. Using cross tab analysis (reference is made to Tables 7, 8 & 9) to glean the basic
statistical relationships of the data, this research found that three of the four observable
variables loaded onto the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct
provided statistically significant relationships with the land use mix metric variable and
that a substantially higher percentage difference (43.6%, 21.8% and 16.1%) was found
for these three variables within communities with higher levels of land use mix and
proximity to destinations. This research found that two of the four observable variables
loaded onto the “Experience of Outdoor Neighborhood Public Realm Engagement”
construct provided statistically significant relationships with the land use mix metric
variable and that a substantially higher percentage difference (24.5% and 19.4%) was
found for these two variables within communities with higher levels of land use mix and
proximity to destinations. This research found that two of the five observable variables
loaded onto the “neighborhood social capital” construct provided statistically significant
relationships with the land use mix metric variable and that a moderately higher
percentage difference (13.8% and 10.4%) was found for these two variables within
communities with higher levels of land use mix and proximity to destinations.
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Summary
This chapter presented the results of the data analysis. For the first time, a study utilized
the concept of public realm engagement in concert with a built environment metric variable (land
use mix) and organized it within a structural framework consistent with ecological and social
cognitive frameworks and theories. SEM was used to confirm the causally implied relationships
between the constructs in the study (although cross sectional data does not enable the assertion of
causality). Several steps were taken to test the modeling and study hypotheses.
First, variables that were not normally distributed were transformed to improve skewness
as indicated by the applicable critical ratio. Second, correlation analysis, a very important
consideration SEM, was completed and verified the applicability of the proposed observable
variables for use in posited constructs. Third, measurement models and the covariance structure
models were assembled; the data was fit to them and then analyzed. All three of the
measurement models were over identified and the diagnostic statistics of the measurement
models indicated excellent fits to the data. Two covariance structural models were then tested to
develop a potential sequence for a potential pathway for the unfolding of “healthy communities”
via covariance structure model. Adjustments for correlations were made, interrelated error terms
were acknowledged by the model by assigning path correlations, and insignificant paths that
were not relevant to the hypotheses testing were removed from the models. The final model
confirmed the causal relationships between the exogenous and endogenous variables.
Path analysis confirmed the causal processes of the model by analyzing the direct,
indirect, and compound paths. The final results indicated a strong overall model fit with the data.
The statistical methods used in this study introduce new knowledge in field of urban planning
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and development. Chapter 5 discusses the results of this chapter, the importance of the results,
and the theoretical implications of the results.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
Theoretical Discussion of Findings
Leyden (2003) found that the more destinations that were within walking distance to a
resident’s home, the higher level of social capital, after controlling for other independent
variables. Leyden (2003) theorized that walkable mixed use neighborhoods provide a more
suitable environment for social capital to blossom. However, Emily Talen (1999) did not endorse
this finding and advocated the importance to confront this social doctrine of New Urbanism, as
the claims made by its members are often presented as gospel without the support of evidence
based research. Consistent with the findings of Leyden, this research found that the more
destinations that are within walking distance of a residents’ home, which expressed through the
relationship between the built environment Land Use Mix metric variable and “Propensity for
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct, the greater the positive variance in the
“Neighborhood Social Capital” construct. However, there is one very important caveat, which is;
the effect on the “Neighborhood Social Capital” was found to be minimally direct and largely
indirect. This study found that the direct relationship between the “Propensity for Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement” construct and the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct is very small 1% after controlling for “self selection for social interaction opportunities” and removing the
mediating construct from the model in order to glean the direct effect from the land use mix and
propensity construct.
This research found that the mediating construct “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” is responsible for 50% of the variance found in “Neighborhood Social Capital”,
but only 26% of the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct is attributable
to the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct. This research found that
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the construct of “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” had a direct affect on
“Neighborhood Social Capital”, but the explanatory amount from this direct effect was only 8%
of the variance and only 1% after controlling for the noted self selection control variable.
Nonetheless, Leyden’s findings are supported by the research herein since there is a statistically
significant direct relation between “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” and
“Neighborhood Social Capital”. As previously noted, however, Leyden’s findings, although
supported by this research, may not be exclusive to communities with higher levels of land mix,
but may also include, for instance, master planned (MP) conventional suburban designed (CSD)
communities. CSD neighborhoods may have a very limited amount of retail destinations within a
perceived walking or bicycling distance, but they may have other public realm opportunities in
the form of trails, parkways and park/recreation space.
This social doctrine of New Urbanism gained momentum from the inception of New
Urbanism in the late 1970’s (Talen, 1999) as marketers of this product needed to define the
benefits of New Urbanism in an exclusive manner in order to promote it and sell homes. Thus
the social doctrine may have evolved much more from a marketing perspective than an empirical
one. As a fair amount of the New Urbanism product has been built in essentially suburban sprawl
geographical locations and may in fact have a relatively low level of land use mix, marketers
needed to distinguish it from the conventional product that it was competing with. The word
“sprawl” has to do with the location of a community in relation to the city core and not the
particular type of design pattern, although the word “sprawl” is often used to describe the
segregated single land use mix type of development. Marketers of New Urbanism learned to
promote their developments as providing healthy communities with increased levels of outdoor
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physical activity and social interaction, contrasting them with conventional suburban single use
communities.

Contributions of the Research
Although the structural model may appear somewhat complicated, it is rather simple,
straight forward and parsimonious. The model consists of one metric variable and three factors
or constructs. The metric construct (land use mix and proximity) serves as the base and is
hypothesized to affect Construct #1 ("Propensity of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”) which
in turn is hypothesized to affect Construct #2 ("Experience of Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement") which in turn is hypothesized to affect Construct #3 (“Neighborhood Social
Capital"). All three hypotheses are confirmed as they are statistically significant at the .000 level
with a substantial magnitude of association. In addition, the explanatory affect of each
independent construct on the subsequent dependent construct is of a sufficiently high magnitude.
Each of the three measurement models diagnostic statistics is very strong, as are the diagnostics
for the aforementioned structural model which assembles the three constructs. As such, the data
fits the three construct structural model quite well. The “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm
Engagement” construct loads four observable variables, the “Experience of Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement” construct factors four observable variables as well and the “Neighborhood
Social Capital” construct loads five observable variables. Loading less than four
observable variables on a factor would result in model under identification or a just identified
model (zero degrees of freedom), which would cause statistical problems in the structural
model. Each of the three measurement models are over identified thus enabling an accurate
statistical analysis.
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The research data strongly supports the notion, as conceptualized in the hypothesized
model that higher levels of land use mix and proximity to destinations translates into a higher
perceptual awareness of destinations to walk and bicycle to. The model hypothesizes that
residents will have a greater inclination to walk or bicycle, which translates into a higher level
of outdoor public realm engagement, which in turn translates into a higher level of neighborhood
social capital. This research strongly supports the hypotheses that traditional forms
of community design, which are indicative of higher levels of land use mix, serve to create and
facilitate higher levels of community health, specifically through outdoor public engagement
(which includes outdoor physical activity and outdoor socializing) and neighborhood social
capital. As such, this research supports land development policies at the state, regional and local
government levels which endeavor to development the landscape using traditional community
design standards and techniques for the development of future communities and neighborhoods
in Central Florida.

Strengths and Weaknesses of Study
Future research would seek a larger number of observable variables for model constructs
in order to strengthen diagnostics of the measurement models, in particular with regard to
Reliability and Eigen values. The “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct,
while sufficient for this initial phase research as the construct successfully captured two separate
but complementary concepts, it would be more effective to have two separate constructs.
Likewise, the “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct would be more
appropriately presented within two separate constructs. As the number of questions in a survey
questionnaire determines the time required to complete it, which in turn affects the response rate,
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this research limited the number of questions to twenty eight, and estimated that it would take
about three minutes for a respondent to complete the questionnaire. As the survey flyer was in a
digital based format and forum (email), it was important to quickly and efficiently capture the
attention of the prospective respondent and communicate through the nature of the questionnaire
that it would only require a small amount of time to complete.
There is a lack of direct guidance from the Literature with regard to the two Outdoor
Public Realm constructs, which therefore necessitated the need for exploratory empirical
analysis. As variables of motivation and self efficacy are integral parts of social cognitive theory,
their inclusion in the model would have provided additional model control. The utilization of
objective measures of outdoor physical activity to augment the subjective self administered
responses would have proven helpful to more accurately gauge this variable. Finally, there may
be a potential bias with regard to the sampling frame as members of FAPA may be predisposed
to some of the subject matter in this study and therefore they may tend to respond more
favorably to survey questions indicative of New Urbanism philosophy. However, the sampling
frame may not result in the amount of bias one may think as 51.1% of the sample population did
not chose their neighborhood based upon social interaction opportunities and only 44.7% of the
respondents live in higher levels of land use mix, whereas 55.3% live in lower levels of land use
mix. If there was a strong internal bias for the philosophy of New Urbanism in the sampling
frame, one would have thought the vast majority of FAPA members would be living in
communities with higher levels of land use mix. This is not the case, although there may be
market forces that serve to restrict the supply of New Urbanism product that is priced within the
range of the demand.
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Recommendations for Future Research
The relationship of the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct to
the land use mix and proximity of destinations (LUMPOD) metric variable as structured in the
model is strongly related theoretically and empirically. However, future research may improve
the validity of this relationship as the amount of variance in the “Propensity for Outdoor Public
Realm Engagement” construct attributable to the LUMPOD metric variable (42%), may be
actually higher. As the survey instrument was anonymous, it was not possible to request that the
residents provide their specific home address. Instead residents were asked to provide the name
of a street in close proximity to their home and they were also were requested to provide their zip
code. Thus, depending upon the nature of the street that the respondent provided – whether it was
long or short, this affected the ability of Walkscore to accurately identify a probable sphere in
which the respondent’s home exists. If the respondent had provided their address, the assigned
Walkscore would be 100% accurate. However for this study, the large sample size (N= 360)
provided a cushion for not having the addresses of the respondents and the error was assumed to
balance out. Another item to address in future research is with regard to the nature of Walkscore
itself. Walkscore.com provides a distance based upon proximity or “as a crow flies” – a straight
line distance. Proximity is not the same as connectivity. One may live very close proximity wise
to a particular retail destination, but if there is a six lane arterial roadway complete with multiple
turning lanes or an eight foot high concrete block wall between one’s home and the destination,
proximity is devalued as the connectivity would be quite poor. If the respondent’s specific
address had been known, it would be possible to analyze this connectivity to destinations item
for each respondent. Also Walkscore provides a score based upon the quantity and diversity of
destinations within distances of up to one mile of a person’s residence, whereas the observable
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variables used in the “Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct did not pose
the question in terms of quantity nor diversity of destinations, but only revealed if there were
parks or retail destinations within walking or bicycling distance to the respondent’s home. Lastly
the observable variables used in this construct lumped walking and bicycling together. This was
acceptable for this research study as the focus for outdoor physical activity via walking and
bicycling, was within the context of outdoor public realm engagement. However, it would have
added a prudent dimension to this research if walking and bicycling activity were separate items.
From a functional standpoint, walking and bicycling are very different and have different scales
in which they may be utilized, bicycling being obviously appropriate for further distances. Given
the opportunity for a longer questionnaire however, it would be wise to address them in separate
questioning formats.
Having the specific respondent address would also provide opportunities to examine the
community’s finer grained fabrics – density, roadways, bicycle lanes, connectedness,
quantification of retail space and diversity of retail uses, etc. A more detail examination of the
built environment, in addition to the land use mix metric variable, using these finer metrics
would be possible and perhaps may provide a fuller explanatory opportunity for relationships
between model constructs. However, there is a balance with regard to the number of built
environment metric variables that could be utilized in the model as larger models tend to create
higher chi square model fit statistics, making it much more challenging to meet the required
model diagnostic thresholds.
Based upon the data information from the cross tab analysis, it appears that a sizeable
portion of the lower levels of land use mix and proximity (LLUMPOD) stratification is
indicative of master planned (MP) conventional suburban designed communities (CSD) because
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of the high percentage of respondents who indicated that there were parks and/or recreation
centers close enough to walk or bicycle to. As such, this study may be contrasting TCD with
CSD MP for the most part. Having specific address information would answer this and enable
the research to also speak directly in the model with regard to specific design parameters other
than land use mix.
Although the posited healthy communities’ covariance model found a robust structural
relationship between model constructs, it is not meant to be interpreted as an exclusive model,
given that “Experience of Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” is only affected by 26% by
“Propensity for Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” (which is directly related to the LUMPOD
metric). As alluded above, perhaps having other built environment metrics available may serve
to provide explanatory assistance with regard to the 74% not explained by “Propensity for
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement”.
Additionally, this research did not include observable variables which quantify indoor
physical activity, which would be of keen interest and serve as a control variable as many people
may substitute indoor physical activity for outdoor walking and bicycling in one’s community.
Another control variable for future research would be with regard to a respondent’s automobile
driving habits and driving preferences. Likewise with regard to the issue of variable control, only
two self selection variables were included in this study – self selection based upon opportunities
for increased social interaction and outdoor physical activity. As there are many other reasons
that people chose their neighborhoods, such as choosing a neighborhood within a desired school
district, having the ability to control for these self selection oriented preferences would add rigor
to the study.
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The form of neighborhood social capital as conceptualized by this research may be more
of a weak tie capital, a notion supported by the empirical analysis which found that 50% of the
variance in the “Neighborhood Social Capital” construct is attributable to the “Experience of
Outdoor Public Realm Engagement” construct, which in itself is largely influenced by the
regular observation of others in the neighborhood out and about in the public realm. Further
research to determine if deeper tie neighborhood social capital is being manifested from
influences of the built environment would be possible with the design of an additional social
capital construct. Perhaps this deeper form of social capital may be more significantly influenced
by TCD design patterns with higher levels of land use mix and that Jacobs (1961) “bumping into
others” propensity thought to be enabled within mixed use retail center environments may
facilitate this deeper strong tie form of social capital.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY INSTRUMENT AND FLYER
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APPENDIX B: UCF INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD (IRB) LETTER
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